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FOREWORD

Toward Excellence inSecondary Vocational Education: Using Cognitive Psychology in Cur-
riculum Planning is a comprehensive review of recent advances in cognitive psychology that have
relevance for vocational education. Recent research on learning and cognition have yielded impor-
tant findings 'related to instructional processes. This publication describes cognitive knowledge for
curriculi4m designers to help them develop problem-solving skills in the learner.

This publication is one of §even in a series produced by the Information Systems Division of
the National Center. This series of information analysis papers should be of interest to all voca-
tional and adul4 educators, including Federal and State agency personnel, teacher educators,
researchers, administrators, teachers, and support staff.

The profession is indebted to Dr. Janet F. Laster for her scholarship in developing this inter-
pretive manuscript. Dr. Laster is Assistant Professor, Department of Home Economics Education.
The Ohio State University. She teaches graduate courses in learning theory and teaching strate- r
gies and is co- editor of a forthcoming teacher education yearbook of the American Home Econom-
ics Association, tentatively entitled Vocational Home Economics Curriculum.

Dr. Merlin Wittrock, Professor of Educational Psychology at the University of California at Los
Angeles, and Dr. Richard J. Miguel, Research Specialist, and Dr. Judith Samuelson, Research
Specialist of the National Center for Research in Vocational Education Contributed to the devel-
opment of this publication through their reviews of the manuscript. Staff on the project included
Dr. William Hull, Senior Research Specialist; Dr. Oscar Pdtter, Graduate Research Associate:
James Belcher, Program Associate: and John Tennant, Graduate Research Associate.-Janet Ray
served as word processor operator for this manuscript. Editorial assistance.was provided by Janet
Kip linger and Judy Balogh of the Editorial Services at the National Center staff.
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PREFACE

I am a vocational educator. Like other educators, I try to stay in touch with emerging theories
'and findings from supporting disciplines. This publication was developed in the quest to help me
and other vocational educators "get in touch" with new developments from the field of psychology
and apply those advances to the practice and improvement of vocational education.

My task was similar to that faced by v-'cational.students or employees learning a new job. par-
ticularly a job u,sfhg new techn,p,logy. I had to learn

new terminology:

new concepts, sometimes with conflicting meanings depending upon my point of view or
experiences; and

new procedures that were, more often then nth, only implied.

Like an experienced employee trying to explain new technology to a new employee and
expecting him or her to understand everything readily, rotten felt like Alice in Wonderland when
Caterpillar asked her to explain her meaning: "I'm afraid I can't put it more clearly .. .for I can't
understand it to begin with!"

Readers may encounter similar frustrations when confronted with the original sources in the
psychological literature. They may be frustrated by the new vocabulary' with unclear meanings and

confused t?y new concepts and methods. But they should persevere, Progress will be made as they
gain additional insights from their work as vocational educators.

Psychology is experiencing what has been variously called a "cognitive revolution': (Resnick
1981, 1983: Wittrock 1976) and "boundary expansion" (Hilgarg 1980; Tyler 1981). The newest psy-
chological developments are coming from basic research using a variety of cognitive psychology
research paradigms focused on the workings of the mind, or cognition. The rese9reh paradigm has
influenced research in all branches of psychology, including experimental, personality, social, and
instructional psychology, and in other fjelds such as linguistics, anthropology;tartificial intelli-
gence (the study of intelligence systems, such.as computers), and education. Cognitive science. a
new discipline that emerged in 1981, reflects the merger of interests among those pursuing the
study of cognition from different viewpoints. This new emphasis on cognitive aspects of human
behavior has resulted in an enormous body of research findings and the appearance of new pybli-
cations. As Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield (1979) note, "The [cognitive psychology) field . .

seems to have exploded in the 1960s and has not touched ground since" (p. xi).

As I reviewed the enormous bodof cognitive psychology literature that haspceumulated dur-
ing the last 10 years, I searched fOr ways cognitive theory could help vocational educators prepare
students for the changipg workplace. My goal was to select reference, that seemed to reflect
(1) the newest understandings of learners and their cognition as they learn and solve problems
and (2) how. their learning and cognition could be enhanced. Close attention was given to refer-

ix
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ences concerned with the cognitive processes and structures for learning to learn and problem
solving. Since "it is now difficult to draw a clear line between instructional psychology and the
main body of basic research on complex cognitive processes" (Resnick 1981. p. 60), sources were
reviewed that reported psychological theory and research findings from experimental psychology
and cognitive science as well as instructional psychology.

While reading the basic research rettorts, I was well aware that psychology is a/glescriptive not
a prescriptive, science and that basic research is not conducted with applications ip mind.
Because of this, "The gap between cognitive psychology and education has beenand continues to
be substantial" (Wagner and Sternberg 1984. p. 199). Cognitive psychology cannot give specific
direction to us as vocational educators since it is not a prescriptive science, and caution must be
shown as we attempt to.apply the concepts and research methods to the practyce of vocational
education. However, this gap is befrig bridged somewhat by fundamental cognitive research in
instructional psychology. "Instructional psychology is no longer basic psychology applied to edu-
cation. It is [now] concerned with ... mental processes and how their development can be
enhanced through instruction" (Resnick 1981,,p. 60). Regardless of this problem. cognitive psy-
chology is an important source for guiding curriculum decisions. As Floden (1981) notes, "Social
science (such as psychology) probably makes a greater contribution,through the concepts it
introduces and the methods it develops than through the conclusions it draws" (p. 105). The con-
cepts coming from cognitive theory and research and the methods being used offer benefits to
vocational educators, particularly curriculum planners accomplishing-the goals and objectives of
vocational education in a changing social and economic environment.

To examine the concepts and methods from cognitive psychology and their potential implica-
tions for helping vocational eacators accomplish curriculum development tasks, this publication
is divided into three parts. The first chapter reviews the needs and characteristics of vocational
education students and the objectives of vocational education to which cognitive psychology is
applicable. The second chapter examines the recent advances in cognitive psychologythe new
concepts and researchMethods being introducedthat may be helpful to vocational educators.
The third chapter suggests implications for what and how we should teach in vocational educe-.
tion. This chapter concludes with specific suggestions curriculum planners can use. The final
chapter summarizes the advances and implications for curriculum and instruction and draws some
final conclusions for helping students develop problem-solving and learning skills. Finally,
,,recommendations for applying cognitive psychology concepts to vocational educatio.n are
proposed.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY ,

The dynamic nature of the workplace hes placed increased emphasis on a prospective
employee's ability to learn. Changing jobs sometimes as many as 10 times in a lifetime, today's
worker must often acquire new skills and know how to adapt existing skills to different environ-
ments. Reasonipg and problem-solving abilities are at a premium. Curriculum developers should
be aware of reCent advances in cognitive psychology to prepare vocational education students.
adequately for occupational mobility and advancement on tha job.

This publication was written for curriculum developers and vocational education instructors It
provides an understanding of cognitive concepts and methods using an information processing
paradigm and shows how to apply this knowledge in the development of curriculum and instruc-
tional plans. This publication will help vocational educators provide learning environments
enabling students to develop thinking and learning skills needed for problem solving and learning
throughout their careers. Cognitive components affecting behavior and problem solving are-
reviewed, implications from these new developments suggest the need for an integrated knowl-
edge structure of core concepts and procedural knowledge as well as thinking and learning skills,
and instructional strategies are recommended. This review of advances in cognitive psychology
reveals the follOwing:

The human cognitive system intervenes between the teaching-learning environment and
the learner's problem-solving behavior.

Intelligent problepil solving requires extensive accessible` onceptual and procedural
knowledge and thinking skills.

Learning is an active, constructiva.process rather than a memorizing process.
1

Learners control their learning and behavior with the knowledge structures, thinking
skills, and learning skills they possess.

Self-monitoring skills are important for learning and solving all types of problems

Cognitive knowledge structures and processes can be specified and represented with
semantiCenetwork diagrams, production systems, flotycharts, and programs.

Advances in cognitive psychology have the following implications.for curriculum arid ihstruc-
tion in vocational education:

The content of vocational education needs to be expanded to include problem-solving,
self-monitoring, and learning skills.

An integrated knowledge structure should be taught involving generic core concepts and
procedures, and condition patterns of general problem-solving, self-monitoring. and
learning skills.

xi
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Critical problem-solving, self-monitoring, and learning skills should be developed so
vocational students can use them automatically to solve problems.

Clearly, some advantes from cognitive science have potential for helping vocational students
develop problem-solving and learning skills needed for successful careers in the workplace Voca-
tional education programs prOvide an ideal learning environment for developing general,problem-
solving, self-monitoring, and learning skills; however, vocational, educators must do the following if
students are to gain from the opportunity:

Have and use curriculum materials,tfat require students to process infavmation for con-
cept formation.

Have and use curriculum materials and experiences that help students develop proce-
dures for problem-solving, self-monitoring, and learning strategies.

Provide firsthand. experience with employment problems and tasks.

Teach underlying cognitive abilities that help students achieve success with vocational
tasks or problems.

Although progress is being made toward identifying the cognitive components of reading.
mathematics, and science tasks, almost nothing is known about the specific cognitive processes
.involved in solving vocational tasks. Likewise, metacognitive'skills such as planning. decision mak-
ing, problem representation, and self-monitoring need attention from learning researchers. The fol-
lowing recommendations are made:

A problem-solving and learning curriculum component should be developed for integra-
tion into high school and adult program's.

Local vocational programs should institute an information processing approach to learn-
ing. using a problem-solving approach with occupation-specific tasks and problems
incorporated as a means, not an end, for learning. .

Curriculum materials and experiences that require students to process information and
form 'conceptsincluding concepts of condition patternsis well as procedurp rules
need to be developed for vocational programs.

Practice opportunities for solving both routine and new problems need to be incorporated
throughout the vocational program.

A combination of instructional strategies to help students learn by rules, discovery, and
reflectingn their own thinking processes should be used throughout the vocational edu-
cation curriculum.

Teacher education programs should help vocational education instructors develop the
cognitive concepts and methods needed to help students acquire learning and problem-
solving skills.

Model career development systems that have literacy and general education components
should be created for students with special needs.

x i i



INTRODUCTION

Changing Workplace

Vocational education is faced with the
problen, of preparing students for the uncer-
tain demands of a new and complex era. New
technology, global economic competition
and interdependency, and demographic and
social changes are constantly transforming
the workplace (National Academy of Sci-
ences 1984). Some jobs are eliminated while
others are created. For, example, some 20
million jobs were created between 1969 and
1980, and an additional 25 million new jobs
are expected between 1982 and 1995
(Personick 1983).

As jobs change, the skills required of
workers may change, too (National Academy
of Sciences 1984). From their first job to
retirement, individuals may have as many as
10 employers and at least as many jobs (Hall
1982). Such change requires that a success-
ful employee be able to learn and adapt to
the demands of the changing workplace.
Vocational education must prepare its gradu-
ates in these skills.

Needs of Vocational Education Students

The ability tolearn was identified as "the
essential hallmark of the successful
employee" by the Panel on Secondary
School Education (National Acjidemy of
Sciences 1984, p. x). This panel studied the
needs of high school graduates from the
perspective of private business and public
institution employers and identified the com-
ponents of basic high school education
needed for successful, upwardly mobile 45-
to 50-year careers. It concluded that every

1

high school graduate needs virtually the
same competencies as those going on to
college:

The ability to learn and adapt to
changes in the workplace

Core general education
competencies

a c Jrnmand of.the English
language

reasoning and problem-solving
skills

reading, writing, and computing
skills

science and technology
oral communication
constructive, effective interper-

sonal skills

A positive attitude and sound work
habits

Like other recent studies of'American
education (Adler 1982;'Education Commis-
sion of the States 1683, 1984; Gisi and Forbes
1982; Sizer 1984), this panel concerned itself
with developing an educated person. Central
to its description of an educated person was
the ability to reason and solve problems.

".Will high school graduates be properly
prepared? Results from recent studies create
concern:

Cognitive skills and abilities are more
important for job success than other
job performance attributes (Klemp
1977; National Acadertiy of Sciences
1984).



The mean reading and math scores
of high school seniors enrolled in
concentrated vocational education
programs are significantly lower than
those of college-bound seniors.

More than 400,000 vocational educa-
tion students have identifiable handi-
caps, including learning disabilities
(Bottoms and Copa 1983, p. 349).

Although the majority of 17-year-olds
achieve minimum skills, only a minor-

* ity achieve the higher level skills
needed for future jobs. These higher
level skills include.

.evaluation and synthesis skills,
critical thinking,

problem-solving strategies (includ-
ing mathematical problem
solving),
organization and reference skills,
application,

creativity:
decision making drawn from
incomplete information, and
communication skills used in a vari-
ety of modes.

The proportion of 17-year-olds
achieving higher level skills has
declined over the past 10 years.

If these trends continue, as many as 2
million students may graduate in
1990 without the necessary employ-
ment skillsreasoning and problem-
solving skills. (Gisi and Forbes 1982)

Curriculum Development anti
Cognitive Psychology

The reality of our changing society
requires a critical examination qf the curricu-
lum and instruction of vocational education.
How to prepare students for success in the
workplace throughout their careers is now a
concern for vocational educators. What and
how to teach become important questions.

2

One source of guidance for vocational edu-
cators involved in curriculum and instruc-
tional decision making is cognitive
psychology.

. Because cognitive psychology is con-
cerned with the nature of intelligence and
how people think (J. R. Anders 6n 1980), it
can expand our understanding about

what goes on in students' heads
4while learning and performing tasks.

how students solve problems and
what the "higher mental processes"
are,

what students need to learn to per-
form and to solVe problems intelli-
gently, and

how students learn and how they
acquire knowledge and skills.

Because cognitive psychology is a
descriptive, not a prescriptive, science,
research findings cannot generate new cur-
ricula for vocational educators. However,
implications can be`drawn fam cognitive
psychology research and theory that suggest
ways educators can help students to

develop cognitive skills.n4eded for
successful performance in the work-
place and

learn how to learn and continue
learning throughout their careers.

This publication is intended to

help vocational educators gain an
understanding of the cognitive con-
cepts and methods evolving from
recent cognitive research and

suggest ways vocational educators
might apply these concepts and
methods as they prepare their stu-
d?lfs for the workplace.



ADVANCES IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY: A BASIS FOR
.CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION DECISIONS

Major advances in cognitive psychology
have implications pertinent to improving
vocational education. New cognitive con-
cepts and methods being introduced expand
and help integraticurrent.understandings of
human behavior and suggest new dimen-
sions -for vocational education curriculum
and instruction.

As researchers have pursued various
cognitive theories, especially information
processing theories, and have compared
their findings with neurological and educa-
tional research finding, a new view of
learners, learning, an telligence has
emerged. This new view contradicts the
implied behaviorist view that the learner is a

- passive consumer of information; that learn-
ing is controlled'by immediate, sensory input
from the environment; and that intelligence is
a static, unchanging phenomenon.

Beginning with a broad information pro-
cessing sequential stage model and proceed-
ing to Smaller alternative theories (see
Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield 1979),
researchers are beginning to answer ques-
tions about our incredibly complex cognitive
system and how we as educators might inter-
vene to effect intelligent, competent
performance. Although findings are rarely
conclusive and confusion exists on the fron-
tier of any new science, helpful concepts are
emerging. Expanded understandings are
being gained about (1) the structure and
capabilities of the human cognitive system,
(2) the cognitive components of competent
and intelligent problem-solving performance,
(3) intelligence as modifiable cognitive
strategies and processes, (4) learning as
a constructive thinking process, and

3

(5) learners as controllers of learning and
behavior.

Newly established cognitive task analysis
methods have helped to identify cognitive
processes and knowledge structures needed
for solving complex everyday problems and
performing real-world tasks competently and
intelligently. These new task analysis
methods give educators additional tools for
describing changing conceptual states. By
employing combinations of these methods,
cognitive components of two vocational
tasksthe bookkeeping problem (see
Bhasker, Herstein, and Hayes 1983: Dillard.
Bhaskar, and Stevens 1982; Stevens,
Bhaskar, ana Dillard 1981) and,the electronic
circuit failure problem (see Rasmussen and
Jensen 1974)have been identified.

Cognition: An Intervening Information
Processing/Controlling System

One current view of the cognitive system
is that.it is essentially a human information
processing system. The critical elements of
this information system, as depicted in figure
1, appear to include four major process-
oriented components: sensory input and per-
ception, memory representations, control
processes, and output and response mecha-
nisms (Calfee 1981; Norman 1981; Wittrock
1980). These components shape the
problem-solving efforts and intelligent
actions of students (Glass, Holyoak, and
Santa 1979; Mayer 1983; Simon 1980). Neu-
rophysiological findings of brain functioning
are consistent with some findings in cogni-
tive psychological analysis of perception,
memory, and learning (Calfee 1981; Wittrock
1978, 1980).

14



SENSORY INPUT
AND MEMORY

CONTROL SYSTEMS

EXECUTIVE CONTROL '

SHORT-TERM
MEMORY

RESPONSE
MECHANISMS

Ears,
Eyes,

etc.

Speech
Fingers

Large Muscles

ACTIVE
MEMORY AUTOMATIC

PRODUCTIONS

LONG-TERM MEMORY,

Figure 1. Contemporary version of the structure of the human information processing system

SOURCE Used with permission of the American Educational Research Association. from Calfee (1981. p 9) ^

Perception: A Constructive Process

Information 'from the environment is
received simultaneously or successively
through a variety of channels: visual, audi-
tory, tactile, olfactory, kinesthetic, intercep-
tive, and so forth (Das 1984b). Perception
can be based entirely on sensory.input, that
is, bottom-up perception, or higher level

4.

information from memory, as in top-down
perception. Both perception processes are
used in varying degrees depending on the
type of input. For example, top-down percep-
tion is most important in perceiving speech
input as people tend to "fill-in" parts of
speech automatically from memory on the
basis of context.

4
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Perception is, thus, a process of con- .

struction, correcting and creating reality as
information is used from the environment
and from memory to correct errors in speech
or to recognize patterns when perceiving visu-
ally printed words, pictures, faces, and so
forth. Consequently, perception and memory
are closely integrated ,(Glass, Holyoak, and
Santa 1979).

Memory: A Representative,
Associative Network

Human memory, from an information
processing perspective, is depicted as a
continuously active system con?isting of
short-term or primary memory tSTM) and
long-term or secondary memory (LTM).
Long-term memory contains permanent
knowledge and skills. Until recently, memory
was viewed as a serial multistorage system,
receiving, modifying; storing, retrieving, and
otherwise processing information one
"chunk' at a time, first in short-term memory
and later in long-term memory (Klatzky 1980;
Lachman, Lachman, and Bulterfield 1979).

At presets, memory is viewed as a highly
organized, vast, associative network of inter-
'acting chunks V information. This network of
schemata is the result of comprehending and
understanding thesehunks of information.
Two kinds of information are stored: concep-
tual, that is, propositional or declarative
knowledge, and procedural or algorithmic
knowledge.

"A 'chunk' is any perceptual configura-
tion (visual, auditory, or what not) that is
familiar and recognizable" (Simon 1980,
p. 83). A chunk may be a chessmen or
chessboard configuration, a syllable or word,
hackneyed phrase, number or formula, or a
procedure. These chunks of information may
be stored in representative codes (Glass,
Holyoak, and Santa 1979), or schemata
(Calfee 1981), either as analogic (imagery or
picture) codes or analytic (language or
words) codes. Analogic, episodic codes
resemble what they represent, such as

personal experiences, whereas analytic,
semantic codes represent abstract meanings..

'such as concepts, rules, or procedures
(Glass, Holyoak, and Santa 1979). These
representative codes or schemata can be
depicted by diagrams like the one in figure 2.

Diagrams like this semantic network can
represent concepts and procedures. Proce-
dures can be further and more completely
represented by flowcharts, programs, or pro-
duction systems like those in figures 3 anq'8.

1

In general, verbal inputs seem to be more
easily integrated into an organizational struc-
ture, andconsequen.fly, cues to recall verbal
input are more easily generated than cues for
visuals (Glass, Holyoak, and Santa 1979).
From a tariety of studies. Simon (1981)
hypothesizes, that "memory is an organi-
zation of list structures (lists whose com-
ponents canilso be lists), which include
descriptiie components (two-termed rela-
tions) and short (three-element or four-
element) component lists" (p. 89).

Human long-term memory can hold an
unlimited number of chunks, but short-term
memory is thought to be decipedly limited.
Initially, seven chunks seemed to be the out--
side limit for short-term memory, but now the
limit appears to be two chunks. The discrept
ancyl may lie in the recoding of stimuli into a
smaller number of more complex chunks
(Simon 1981). Rather than storing three small
chunks"c," "a," and "V.'storing a combina-
tion of the three chunks into "cat" would
reduce the number of chunks held in memory
from three to one chunk, thereby increasing
the amount of information that can be stored
in short-term or working memory at one time.

Until recently, memory in either STM or
LTM was thought to depend on the capacity
limits of STM, the type of information code-,-
such as acoustical, semantic, or visualor
the forgetting characteristics of STM.
Memory retention is now thought to be influ-
enced by how much the information is pro-
cessed when it is perceived (Craik and
Lockhart 1972; Houston 1981).
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Memory does not seem to be improved
by repeating or rehearsing information (Craik
and Lockhart 1972). However, retention
generally increases as the depth of process-
ing increases, from shallow processing where
the individual is concerned with anal, zing
physical or sensory features of the informa-
tion to deep processing where the ind tdual
is concerned with semantic analysis'
recognizing patterns and meaningsand,
finally, elaborative processing. Craik and
Tulving (1975) illustrated this phenomen
by asking individuals to make judgments
about words perceived over very, very short
lengths of time. In the shallow-processing
situation, the individuals had to decide if

7

words were typed in capitals. In the deep-
processing condition, they had to decide if
the words rhymed with a designated word.
Finalltfin the deepest, elaborative process-
ing level, the individuals judged whether the
stimulus word fit into a sentence frame. A
surprise test showed that recall increased as
depth of processing increased. These find-
ings suggest the importance of meaning in
retaining information in long-term memory.
Other studies have identified the same rela-
tionship between levels of processing and
retention, but smile also indicate that more
effort and attenti* are required for deep-
processed information than for shallow-
processed information (Houston 1981).
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Of interest to vocational educators is the
finding that the depth .of processing during
study is related to the quality of learning out-
comes (Schmeck and Grove.1979eWatkins
1983). Students who used shallow, reinterac-
tive study practice (memqrizing and gener-
ally repeating the information in its original
form) had low grade point averages, low ACT
scores, or diminished quality of learning out-'
comes.on regular class learning tasks; stu-
dents with high grade point averages, ACT
scores, and qtkiility learning outcomes used
deep, elabotatiYe study approaches. They
tried to "see the connection between differ-
ent parts" and to "think about the structure
as a whole" (Watkins 1983). Schmeck and
Grove (1979) found deep, elaborative proces-
sors stient study time inseveral ways: clas-
sifying, comparing, contrasting, analyzing,
g9d synthesizing information from different
sources. These students had high scores'on
the Inventory of Leaining Processes' (ILP)
Synthesis-Analysis Scale, which has been
shown to be related positively to critical
thinking ability, achievement motivation, effi-
ciency in note taking, and verbal learning,
but negatively related to anxiety (Schmeck,
Ribich, and Ramanaiah 1977). In addition,
successful students (so judged by their hjgh
grade point average and ACT scores) were
also found to process information in elabo-
rate ways: they visually imagined personal
illustrations or paraphrased and tried to fit
the new information into a persorral organiza-
tional framework. Although they were con-
cerned with the whole, successful students
were also cognizant of details in relation to
the whole.

Comprehension ra)Iher than memoriza-
tion seemed to be the goal of successful stu-
dents. They seemed to be ccncerned with
creating and adding to their schema of con-
ceprts.(although they may not have been con -
scicus of this). From their performance, these
students seemed to produce knowledge that
can be easily applied and remembered.

) .

S

The approach of successful students was
quite different from the memorizing approach
of unsuccessful students. The unsuccessful
performance of the students who tended to
reproduce the knowledge would support the
assumption of Doyle (1983), who noted that
memorizing can produce knowledge in a
form thais not easily applied to new
situations.

Cognitive Strategies and Processes:
A Control System

Like artificial intelligence systems, the
human intelligence system is thought to have
a centrajIontrol system with subsystems that
together determine what.and how Vorma-
tion will be processed (Calfee 1981; Kirby
1984: Wagner and Sternberg 1984). Most
important in this central processing system is
thought to be metacognition:* this consists of
cognitive strategies and fitetacognitive
knowledge (Kirby 1984, see figure 4). Meta-
cognition subsumes general transferable \
problem-solving skills, including meta-
memory and metalearning (Brown 1978). In
addition, evidence suggests this central con-
trol system directs the motor control system
that is so much a partf skilled vocational
performance (Posner and Keele 1973).

. Information processing can be automatic
or controlleck(Schneider and Shiffrin 1977:
Shiffrin and Schneider 1977). Automatic pro-
cessing occurs without conscious attention,
enabling tasks to be carved out simultane-
ously, for example, as tasks are carried out
by skilled readers or day-care workers. In
contrast, cookolled processing occurswith
the conscious attention of the individual, and
consequently, only one procedure can oper-
ate at a time. Automatic processing requires
a great deal of training and practice afid a
fast-action, pattern-recognition system, Fur-
thermore, retrieval is thought to be easier and
quickerjf the information is.hierarchically

The prefix meta. as used in the cognitive psychology literature reviewed. seems to be referring to higher. more genexaliza-
ble cognition At times. metncognitive refers to knowledge; and at other times. it refers to process

8
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organized with functional properties at the
highest levels and structural properties at the
lower levels (Chase and Chi 1981).

4>

Considering this notion, the problem-
s

tolying
capacity of individuals, such as voca-

ional students, can conceivably be increased
if routine processing aspects of the problem-
solving task are automatic (Frederiksen
1984). For example, with practice, the basic
skills and knowledge required in typing a
bookkeeping can be used automatically.
making possible the simultaneous informa-
tion processing required of a skilled typist or
bookkeeper.

Cognitive strategies (Kirby 1984) or
macrostrategies (Biggs 1984)those control-
ling metacomponentS; or executive planning
and decision-making processes (Sternberg
1984)interpret and plan what to do.with

what re doing, evaluate what we have
and feedback, monitor

hat w
done (ib4d.), and modify other Processes

- (Lawson 1984). Examples of these executive
strategies include deciding upon the pro
otsses needed to solve the problem,
ssequ4cing cognitive processes into a
worthwhile strategy or plan, and monitoring
and evaluating one's solution processing (see
table 2).

Metacognition also refers to "knowledge
about one's own cognitions rather than the
cognitions themselves" (Brown 1978, p. 79)...
Lawson (1984) callsthis"metacognitive
knowledge." "Self-interrogation [or self-
monitoring) concerning the state of one's
own knowledge during problem solving is an
essential skill in a wide variety of situations,
those of the laboratorynhe school, or every-
day life" (Brown 1978, p. 80). Conscious
executive control of cognition depends-on
metacognitive knowledge and is the "essence
of intelligent activity" (ibid., p. 79).

These higher level procesies.are com-
plemented and supported by cognitive
processes (Kirby 1984). Two types of
such cognitive processes are included in

O

ti

the literatureperformance components
(Sternberg 1984) and learning (see Biggs
1984; McCombs 1981-1982, 1984; O'Neil
1978; O'Neil and Spielberger 1979) or klowl-
edge acquisition strategies (Sternberg 1984)

Performance components are. used in
actually solving the problem task. Such cog-
nitive processes include encoding. inferring,
applying, and comparing (Sternberg 1984).
Learning strategies are Ljsed to learn specific
new materials or procedures, for example, -

how to solve an arithmetic or automotive
problem. These learning strategies range .

from general strategiesincluding learning //
styles and study strategiesto more specific
domain or task-related microstrategies. The
higher level, tmetacognitive strategies seem to
be more transferable than study strategies or
domain- or task-specific microstrategies in
that order (Biggs 1984; Wagner and Stern-
berg 1984).

From the juxtaposition of this research
with that of neuroscience and education,
Wittrock (1981a) draws several conclusions:

10

21

Our brains have characteristic pro-
cesses for encoding and staling
information.'

The arousal and attentionaligo-
cesses in the limbic system and brain
stem and the planning anfrorganiza-
tion processes.in the frontal lobes
interact with each other and influ-
ence behaVior and learning.

Individuals differ in their uses of the
attentional and organizational cogni-
tive processes of the brain.

Learning disabilities are sometimes .
caused by legions of the brain, whose
location and effects are increasingly
becoming known. (pp. 12-13)

(For reviews of this literature see Chall and
Mirsky 1978*..Wittrock-1979b, 1980, 1981b.)
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Output and Response Mechanisms

Skilled action is the goal of vocational
education and the intended oUtcome of cog-
nition. Expert, rapid, and accurate perfor-
mance in manual activities or langbage and
thought is recognized as skilled action
(Posner and Kee le 1973). The output and
response mechanisms--rspdech, mugcles,,
and limbsproduceithe sound and move-
merit necessary for skilled action. Altough
these components are necessary for skilled
action, smooth, automatic interaction of the
central control system with all other human

,
processing components is essential.

4

These components compose the conven-
tional view of a pure, cognitive system.
Advances have been made in understanding
its structure aEid functions, and the compo-
nents seem-reasonable. Yet some cognitive
scientists (Geschwind, Johnson- Laird and
Lakoff, Norman, Sim On, and Winogiad in
Norman 1981) are beginning to develop new
theories and models that reflect a co sidera-
lion of other aspects. of human behave r, of
interaction with other people and the envi-
ronment, of cultural influences, and so on.

For example, Norman (1981) questions
whether or not the pure, cognitive system
which focuses on pure reasonis indeed the
pinnacle of human functioning. He proposes
that cognitive scientists reconsider the func-
tioning of human cognitive processing and
examine the relationships between the cogni-
tive system, the emotional system, and the
regulatory system. 'He asserts that "emotions
play a critical rote' in behavior " (p. 275). Simi-
larly, McCombs (1984) "as/mimes that both a
cognitive and affective system are involved in
generating perception of task requireMents"
(p. 23-24)As she proposes a motivational
skills model for military trainees. Until now,
this aspect of human behavior has been all
but ignored by behaviorist and cognitive psy-
chologists. This concern for the role of affect
is an advancement in cognitive theory worth
watching for additional insights.

11

Cognitive Components
of Competent,'Intelligent

Problem-solving PerfOrmance

Some progress is being made in identify-
ing the cognitive components of competent,
intelligent performance (Simon 1980: Wagner
and Sternberg 1984). Comparisons of
novices and experts as they solve problems
(Larkin 1980: Simon 1980) and examination
of the cognitive components involved in inteh
lectual ability (ICI) tests (Feuerstein et al.
1,980; Pellegrino 1979: Sternberg 1984:
Wagner and Sternberg 1984) show two crib-.
cal components:

Extensive, accessible knowledge

Cognitive skills

Extensive, Accessible Knowledge

One major point of cognitive research is
that "there is no such thing as expertise
without knowledgeextensive, accessible
knowledge" (Simon 1980, p.'82). This con-
clusion resulted from comparisons of expert
and novice problem solvers. A study of
novice and expert chess players found that
experts do not have larger or better membry
capacities than novice players. Instead.
expert players have approximately 50,000
chunks of specific knowledge about chess.
These chunks are in thelorm of highly orga-
nized chessboard configurations (Newell and
Simon 1972).

Reflecting on the large number pf
chunks of specific knowledge, Norman
(1980) estimated from his experience that
expert cooks also need approximately 50,000
"kitchen facts" about food preparation and
cooking. Judging from the time required for a
beginner to become a grand master chess
player and for great composers to create
their first great production, a 10-year period
is estimated for gaining the necessary knowl-
edge for expertise (Mayer 1983). Greeno
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(1980) concluded from his review of knowl-
edge theory and problem solving that there is
no scientific basis for reducing intensive, dis-
ciplined training for individuals who wish to
be creative in their field of endeavor. In other
words, people who are good)at marketing,
preparing gourmet meals, designing land-
scapes. managing an officecor resolving
scientific issues are probably good in part
because they have extensive, domain-
specific knowledge (Mayer 1983).

J

Two types of knowledgeconceptual
and proceduralare needed for solving prob-
lems well (Glaser 1984; Larkin 1980). Con-.
ceptueknowledge is composed of facts,
principles, aFfid abstractions or concepts,
whereas procedural knowledge represents
"knowledge about the application of-what
they (individuals] kno.w" (Glaser 1984, p. 99).

Procedural knowledge seems tope com-
posed of actions to be taken and the condi-
tions under which these actions should be
taken. Computer-implemented models of
intelligence write these procedures in terms
of "productions" or units. The productions
consist of an action and a condition specify-
ing whep the action is to be taken. Artificial
intelligence models of the mind assume that
the human mind has an immense number of
these condition-action units (Larkin 1980).

S
Expert problem solvers have a tightly

Connected schema composed of these
aspects of knowledge. However, the proce-
dures seem to be subsumed by principles
and abstractions (Glaser 1984).

Aside from the issue of extensive knowl-
edge, novice and expert problem solvers

wdiffer in the way they organize knowledge in
memory. In a novice-expert study, expe-
rienced physicists were found to have their
knowledge organized in large chunks

r principles as part of large-scale coherent
unitswhereas novices had their knowledge
in small units; The large chunks in the
experts' memories seemed to be organized in
clusters rather than individually like the,
knowledge of the novices (Larkin 1980).

:7

These findings agree with other studies that
indicate knoWledge is more retrievable when
it is grouped, chunked, or clustered by con-
ceptual categories or organized with familiar
retrieval cues. °

In addition, hierarchical, thematic orga-
nization arrangements enhance accessibility
(Bower and Clark 1'969; Glass, Holyoak, and
Santa'1979). For example, Glass, Holyoak,
and Santa (1979) found that individuals given
words to learn that were organized in a hier-
archical classification scheme recalled more
words later than did indiViduals given the

o same words in random order. Similarly, phys-
ics studentspven instructional materials that
stressed a hierarchical organization per-
formed better on a variety of tasks than did
students given materials stressing a linear
sequential organization (Larkin 1980). Fur-
thermore, recall seems to be enhanced if
knowledge is organized in categories that
conthin not more than five chunks or units.
such as words. Although the issue of cociiqg
is complicated,,it appeais that, in general,
verbal inputs may be most easily integrated
into an organizational structure, and conse-
quently,

.
cues are more easily generated to

recall verbal input than cues fouictures or
other visuals (Glass, Holyoak, and Santa
1979).

12

Coonitive Skills

"Knowledge is necessary, but not suffi;
cient, for performance. [Individuals] vary not
only in what they know but in what they do
with what they know" (Brown and Campione
1982, p. 221). In addition to differences
between novices and'experts in the amount
and way knowledge is organized, different
cognitive strategies and processes are used.

Most important of these seem to be
general metacognitive strategies. or exec-
utive processes, that combine with knowl-
edge to solve a variety of problems (Simon
1980; Wagner and Sternberg 1984). The
generOprocesses at the metacognitive level
appeeto be the most transferable, and

e
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consequently, attention is being given cur-
rently to these skills rather than to lower
order performance components (see figure
4). Three general metacognitive executive
skills that appear to be the most transferable
and that are receiving much attention are:
planning, representation (Greene) 1980), and
self-monitoring, self-Management skills
(Belmont, Butterfield, and Ferretti 1982;
Brown, Campione, and Day 1981; Rigney
1980). Considering the fact that there are.
many different types of problems requiring
different problem-solving skills, these three
skills become important in deciding what is
best to do in solving different problems satis-
factotily (Greeno 1980

Feuerstein et al. (1980) have identified
some of the important cognitive processes
underlying intelligent performance on intelli-
gence tests'. Feuerstein and his associates,
through their research with "retarded" ado-
lescents, identified the cognitive deficiencies
preventing immigrant adolescent; from func-
tioning in a technological society. Deficient
cognitive functions are defined as "a product
of a lack of, or insufficiency of, mediated
learning experience and are responsible for,
and reflected in, retarded cognitive perfor-
'Dance" (p. 71).eThese deficiencies seem to
indicate cognitive functions (listed in table 1)
that are prerequisite for intelligent perfor-
mance in a complex society.

Sternberg (1984) has identified what he
calls "principal abilitieunderlying intelligent
behavior," which inclueremetacognitive and
performance components (see table 1). Of
these, five appear to be planning skills:

Recognizing and defining the nature
of a problem

Deciding upon the processes needed
to solve the problem

Sequencing the processes into an
optimal strategy

13

Deciding upon how to represent
problem information

Allocating mentpl and physical
resources,to the problem (p. 40)

The fourth ability, deciding upon how to
represent problerh information, parallels ,

representation as a major skill. The important
skills identified by Feuerstein appear to be
metacomponents and performance_cpmpo-
nents. These examples provide a beginning
basis for evaluating student differences and. .

needs and far identifying important cognitive
objectives.

Another important general metacognitive
component is self-monitoring (or self-
management). This skill also appears to be
necessaryforsuccessful problem solving
(Bloom and Broder 1950; Brown. Campione.
and Day 1981; Whimbey 1980)t Although not
all children and adults are conscious of their
problem-solvi4 and learning strategies
(Whimbey and Whimbey 1975), and many
may even be unable to explain them (Wagner
and Sternberg 1984), students having these
abilities are able to learn and solve problerris
accurately in order to achieve a desired goal
(Bloom and Broder 1950: Brown, Campione.
and Day 981; Whimbey 1980). Rigney (1,680)
has identified a set of self- monitoring skills
that represent the kinds of internal dialogue
%ideational students can use to maintain
attention, evaluate learning strategies or per-
formance, and tell themselves what they
know and don't know when learning or solv-
ing problems. In the following list. the skill is
given first, followed, ,n parentheses. by the
questions students can ask themselves to
develop these skills.

24

Keeping one's place in a series of
operations.
(Where was I?)

Knowing when a subgoal has been
reached.,
(Am I done with this?)

(2
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FABLE 1

EXAMPLES OF COGNITIVE STRATEGIES AND PROCESSES
UNDER LYING INTELLIGENT PERFORMANCE

Prerequisite
Cognitive Functions
(Feuerstein at al. 1980)

Principal Abilities Underlying
Intelligent Behavior
(Sternberg 1984, p. 40)

Input Phase

1. Focusing perception'
2. Using systematic exploratory behavior*
3. Applying receptive verbal tools and concepts affecting

discrimination
4. Gaininb spatial orientation, including stable system of

reference
5. Gaining temporal orientation
6. Conserving constancies in size, shape, and so forth

across variations of object
72Being precise and accurate in data gathering
8. Exercising a capacity for considering two sources of

information at once as unof organized facts, not
piecemeal

Elaboration Phase

9. Experiencing and defining problem'
10. Selecting relevant cues in defining problem*
11. Exercising spontaneous comparative behavior
12. Com ining and coordinating several units of information
13. De onstrating a need for summative behavior'
14. Pr 'tieing virtual relationships
15. isplaying an orientation toward need for logical

evidence
16. Ihternalizing one's behavior
17. Using inferentialhypothetical thinking
18. Using hypothesis testing
19. Displaying planning behavior'
20. Elaborating on categories

Output Phase

21. Using empathetic communication
22. Initiating new responses
23. Completing a figure by transporting missing part
24. R elating events or objects to past or future experience

1. Recognizing and defining the nature of
a problem'

2. Deciding upon the processes peeded to
solve the problem*

-3.-Sequencing the proceves into an optimal
strategy'

4. Deciding upon how to represent problem
information'

5. Allocating mental and physical resources
to the problem'

6. Monitoring and evaluating one's solution
processing'

7. Responding adequately to external
feedba6k

8. 'Encoding stimulus elements effectively
9. Inferring relations between stimulus

elements
10. Mapping relations between relations
11. Applying old relations to new situations
12. Comparing stimulus elements
13. Responding effectively to novel kinds of

tasks and situations
14, Automatizing information processing

effectively
1.5. Adapting effectively to the environment

in which one resides
16. Selecting environments as needed to

achieve a better fit of one's abilities and
interests

17.Shaping enviroNnents to increase one's
effective utilization of abilities and interests.

4

'Metacognitive, executive processes.

14
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. Detecting errors and recovering from
those errors either by making a cor-
rection or by retreating to the laSt
operation known to be correct.
(Is this right? Should I go back?)

Learning the structure of a series of
operations.
(How are these related?)

Identifying areas where errors are
likely.
(Where could I make a mistake?)

Choosing a strategy that will reduce
the possibility of error and will pro-
vide easy recovery.,
(What should I do? Which approach
would be best?)

Identifying the kinds of feedback that
wilt be available at various points and
evaluating the usefulness of them.
(Where can I find out how I'm doing?
Who can help me? is this feedback
valid and reliable ?)

Looking back to detect previous
eri'ors.
(Have I.done everything? Is it
accurate?)

/Keeping a history of what has been
done so far and what should come
next.
(What's been done? What do I do

. now?)

Assessing the appropriateness of the
outcome.
(Is this what I should have done? Is
this what was expected?)

In addition to applying different execU-
tive and performance processes while actu-
ally solving problems, individuals differ in the
learning strategies they use to acquire new
knowledge (Schmeck 1981, and Schmeck

15

and Grove 1979). These strategies for acquir-
ing knowledge have important implications
for continuing to learn in a complex. techno-
logical society.

Some of these individual differenCes in
cognition have come to be called cognitive
styles. These cognitive styles seem to
develop slowly though experience before
becomingautomatic'ways of processing
information, and area not easily altered
through education or training (Kogan 1971).
Cognitive styles are viewed as high behavior
in a variety of situations (Lawson 1984)..

Many dimensions of cognitive style have
been identified through experimental
research. Some of these dimensions seem to
control the way individuals receive informa-
tion, form concepts, retain information:and
process information. Table 2 identifies some
of the dimensions that seem lo affect the
learning process, most: perceptual modality
preferences, field independence versus field
dependence, conceptual tempo, and leveling
versus sharpening (Keefe 1979).

Cognitive styles comprise one dimension
of students! learning styles. Keefe (1979)
describes learning' styles as "characteristic
cognitive, affective, and physiological behav-
iors that serve as relatively stable indicators
of how learners perceive, interact with, and
respond tb the learning environment" (p. 4).
Although often mentioned interchangeably in
the literature, cognitive styles and learning
styles are not the same. The confusion is
greatest when one considers The instruments
that might be used to assess cognitive style,
because some learning style instruments
assess affective or physiological dimensions
of learning style rather than cognitive style
(Keefe 1982). Table 2 identifies some of the ,

learning style assessment instruments cur-
rently available to vocational educators.
These instruments can initiate the develop-
ment °La battery of cognitive assessment
devices..

26
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TABLE 2

SELECTED ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS FOR
EVALUATING STUDENT LEARNING STYLES

Student Learning Styles Assessment Instruments2

Cognitive Styles

Reception styles
Perceptual modality preferences3

Field independence vs. dependence3
Scanning

Constricted vs. flexible control
Tolerance for incongruous or unrealistic experiences
Strong vs. weak automatization
Conceptual vs. perceptual-motor dominance

Conceptual formation and retention style
Conceptual tempo3
Conceptualizing styles
Breadth of conceptualizing
Cognitive complexity vs. simplicity
Leveling vs. sharpening3

Affective Styles

Attention styles
Conceptual level3
Curiosity
Persistence or perseverance

Level of anxiety
Frustration tolerance .

Expectancy and incentive styles
Locus of control3
Achievement motivation3
Self-actual ization
Jmitation
Risk taking vs. cautiousness
Competition vs. cooperation
Level of aspiration
Reaction to reinforcement
Social motivation3
Personal, interests

Physiological Styles

Masculine-feminine behavior3
Health-related behavior
Body rhythms
Need for mobility
Environmental elements

Specific

Edmonds Learning Style
Identification Exercise

Group Embedded F igu; es Test

Cognitive Profile
G regorc Style Delineator

Paragraph Completion
Method

I/E Scale

General

Learning Style Inventory
(Dunn and Dunn 1978)

Cognitive Style Mapping
Myers -B iggs Type Indicator

1Student Learning Style Model developed by Keefe (1982).
2These and other instruments' are described in a National Association of Secondary School Principals (1982)
publication.

3Styles with the greatest implication for improving the learning process are discussed by Keefe (1982).
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Intelligence: Modifiable Thinking
and Learning Skills

The examination of the cognitive com-
ponents of problem solving and intelligent
performance has led,to a new view of intelli-
gence. This new perspective conceptualizes
intelligence as a set of thinking and learning
skills that can be modified; it differs from the
concept of intelligence as a stable, fixed
factor or factors (Brown and Campione 1982;
Detterman and Sternberg 1982; Glaser and
Pellegrino 1982; Resnick 1976; Sternberg
1984; Wagner and Sternberg 1984). As

Intelligence Test
Performance

Problem-solving
Skills

illustrated in figure 5, there has been a shift
away from a focus on intelligence tests to the
cognitive processes underlying the tests and
educational performance (Detterman and
Sternberg 1982; Kirby 1984; Resnick 1976).
Attention is being given to the processes
involved in problem solving (Greeno 1978)
learning-to-learn skills (Brown, Campione,
and Day 1981; Glaser and Pellegrino 1982),
and metacognitive executive processing
(Detterman and Sternberg 1982; Sternberg
1984), inc'uding self-management or self-
monitoring skills (Belmont, Butterfield, and
Ferretti 1982; Brown 1978; Brown, Campione,
and Day 1981).

Underlying Cognitive Processes

General Metacognitive
Executive Skills Learning-to-Learn

Educational
Performance

Skills/
is an instance of is an instance of

Metacognitive
Self-monitoring

Skills

Figure 5. Individual difference and cognitive processes

SOURCE Adapted from Kirby (1984) and Lawson (1994).

The typical, psychometric view of intelli-
gence as "what intelligence tests measure"
does not help educators know how to
improve.intelligence. However, when the
underlying processes of intelligent behavior
are identified, vocational and other educators
can use these processes as a basis for
curriculum and instruction. Educational
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objectives can guide the development of
intellectual and knowledge acquisition skills,
as wellies learning skills and metacognitive,
self-control strategies (Wagner and Stern-
berg 1984). Training strategies can also be
developed (Brown and Campione 1982;
Wagner and Sternberg 1984).
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Definitions of intelligence have been
rooted in the history of testing and school
placement practices, The primary goal of this
psychometric perspective was to measure
intelligehce for predicting school perfor-
mance. This goal has been achieved very
successfully by differential or correlational
psychology, yet the basis for tne technically
sophisticated intelligence tests and differen-
tial aptitude tests has been unclear (Resnick
1976), In the last 10 yeah, beginning with a
conferefne in 1974, psychometricians and
cognitive psychologists have begun to col-
laborate on identifying the basic processes
that underlie intelligent performance (Carroll
and Maxwell 1979; Kirby 1984; Resnick 1976).

Although some educators are enthusias-
tic about the progress being made toward
teaching intelligence (Whimbey and
Whimbey 1975), cognitive researchers gener-
ally see themselves as being in the early
stages of efforts to understand and assess
the modification of intelligence (Brown and
Campione 1982; Detterman and Sternberg
1982; Glaser and Pellegrino 1982; Wagner
and Sternberg 1984). Brown and Campione
(1982) feel that it is an overstatement to say
that researchers are in the early stages of this
endeavor. Most efforts are focused on exam-
ining cognitive processes within highly speci-
fied domains, not on a global theory of
intelligence and its modifiability (Brown and
Campione 1982; Detterman and Sternberg
1982).

Learning: Constructive, Adaptive Action

The most persuasive new concept evolv-
ing from cognitive psychology is the notion
advanced by Wittrock (1974; 1978; 1979a;
1979b) that'learning is a generative process:
knowledge and understanding are "con-
structed" by individuals as they process
information from the environment as well as
from their distinctive memories of previous
experiences and semantic schemata. During
the perception process, as noted, individuals
"fill-in" missing information and construct a
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representation of reality from well-structured
or ambiguous situations.

Memory and understanding are
enhanced when students actively construct

.representations of the information being
learned. When faced with learning new
information, students attempt to organize the
new information by grouping words into
conceptual categories or lists of similar
sounds, by alphabetizing, or by making idio-

,--syncratic associationsindeed, by using any
means that makes the information easier to
recall (Glass, Holyoak, and Santa 1979), Sev-
eral semantic elaboration studies (Bower and
Clark 1969) illustrate the importance of stu-
dents themselves constructing meaningful
representations of the information to be
learned. Students who were asked to create a
story as an aid to recalling 120 words
recalled 93 percent of them, but a rehearsal
group recalled only 13 percent. In another
study, students who were told to form a
visual image of two objects interacting in
some way in order to learn 30 pairs of words
recalled 87 percent of the words. In the same
study, a second group was told to create
sentences using the pairs of words. This
group recalled 77 percent of the words, as
opposed to a rehearsal group that recalled 37
percent of the same words.

In other studies (see Horton and Bailey
1982; Glass, Holyoak, and Santa 1979), the
imagery strategy was very effective in improv-
ing memory when free recall of information
was needed. However, when the recall of
information was cuedthat is, students were
told to generate associations of the cue
words from their original word list
instructions to form interactive images
hindered recall. It is possible that the context
of imagery created by the student with the
help of associations provided potential cues
for recall but could not be used in the cue
recall situation, thus making the words inac-
cessible. This obstacle might be overcome by
using a variety of different study methods to
ensure a flexible encoding of information
(Glass, Holyoak, and Sinta 1979).



Other verbal elaboration strategies that
may be used (and are known to be effective)
in facilitating memory include underlining
words in the text that have been selected as
significant by the learner (Rickards and
August 1975), generating paragraph head-
ings and summary sentences (Wittrock 1974),
and chunkingorganizing input items into
larger units (Glass, Holyoak. and Santa
1979). Generating hierarchical outlines or
networks and extracting general rules are
helpful encoding strategies as well as
problem-solving strategies. Through these
and other processing-learning strategies
described by Schmeck, Ribich, and
Ramanaiah (1977) and Schmeck and Ribich
(1979), students can be helped to learn.

,f;'%'Through these active proces
ases, cognitive

structures (schemata) are constructed and
then stored for use in comprehending and
interpreting future information, solving prob-
lems, and making decisions at a later time.

When solving problems, people actively
interpret the problem before beginning to
work and invent problem-solving procedures
as needed IBrown and Burton 1978; Mayor
1983; Simon 1980). Faced with problems and
limited data, people "seek sensible solutions
within the limits of their knowledge" (Resnick
1983, p. 25). This is illustrated by the proce-
dures children create to solve mathematics
problems. Brown and Burton (1978) found
that children's errors on slightly more com-
plex arithmetic tasks were not factual errors
but procedural errors. "Buggy algorithms"
(flawed rules) were systematically created
and applied by children, presumably using
and adapting rules learned earlier. Analysis
of sample buggy subtraction algorithms, as
in figure 6, illuminates the sensible, rule-
driven character of human behavior and the
ability of children to generate coherent rules,
to solve problefns. Although some creative
solutions may be successful in solving prob-
lems, some may not be so successful, as the
buggy algorithms demonstrate.

Thus, even without direct instruction,
students invent their own rules and concep-
tions of content. This inclination to invent
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has both advantages and disadvantages. On
the one hand, routine procedures andcon-
cepts are learned that are difficult to teach
directly; on the other hand, misconceptions
of content and "buggy" rules can also result.
This disadvantage of invention calls for cor-
rective feedback throughout learning and the
need for teachers to look below surface
answers and conclusions to the rules and
concepts guiding student actions. Correcting
incorrect answers is likely to be ineffective
unless the instructor also identifies and cor-
rects the faulty rule being followed.

Often teachers will complain: "Look at
this!.The same mistake again! I tell them what
to do, but they never learn!" The reason the
same mistake appears again is clearly
because the same incorrect rule has been
used.

Learners: Controllers of Learning Behavior

In light of the new view of learning as an
internal, cognitively mediated process, the
locus of responsibility shifts from external
reinforcement and instructional prompts to
the learner's cognitive processes, motiva-
tions, and value systems. Consequently, the
notion that learners determine what they
learnalong with other learning outcomes- -
is another new concept that has the potential
to revolutionize curriculum design and
instructional practices. This is what Wittrock
(1979a) has called the principle of individual
responsibility.

In research on locus of control,
deCharms (1972, 1976) found that achieve-
ment in class could be increased if students
believed they could influence their perfor-
mance in school by their efforts. Applying
this concept, it was found that, after training,
students had not fallen further behind
National porms on standardized tests, but
had instead significantly reversed the
expected trend and remained at a significant
6-month Eldvantage in grade placement a
year after training was terminated. Owie
(1983) found a definite relationship among
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143 The student subtracts the smaller digit in each column from the larger digit regardless

28 of which is on top
125

143 When the student needs to borrow, he adds 10 to the top digit of the current column

28 without subtracting 1 from the next column to the left.
125

1300 When borrowing from a column whose top digit is 0, the student writes 9 but does not
/-522 continue borrowing from the column to the left of the 0.

878

140 Whenever the top digit in a column is 0, the student writes the bottom digit in the
21 answer: i.e., 0 N = N.
12.1

140 Whenever the top digit in a column is 0, the student writes 0 in the answer: i.e.,
21 0 N = 0.

120

1300 When borrowing from a column where the top digit is 0, the student borrows from the
522 next column to the left correctly but writes 10 instead of 9 in this column.
788

321 When borrowing into a column whose top digit is 1, the student gets 10 instead of 11.
89
231

662 Once the student needs to borrow from a column'', s/he continues to borrow from'every
357 column whether s/he needs to or not.

205

662 The student always subtracts all borrows from the leftmost digit in the top number.

357
115

Figure S. Samples of buggy subtraction algorithms invented by children

SOURCE John Seely Brown and R chard R. Burton. "Diagnostic Models for Procedural Bugs in Basic Mathematical

Cognitive Science 2 (1978) 163 ,

a
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locus of control, instructional style, and
achievement. pecifically, higher levels of
achievement appeared to have been attained
by students who were internally motivated by
intrinsic ceinforcers.

In a case study of the learning tenden-
cies and processes used by three male stu-
dents learning genetics in first-year biology,
Baird and White (1982) observed that the
students showed "impulsive . .. and superfi-
cial attention, inappropriate application,
inadequate monitoring, premature closure,
ineffective eradication of misconceptions or
deficient rules, and lacked reflective think-
ing" (p. 238) \Baird and White concluded the
following:

\ Learning outcome is determined by
decisions made by the learner. Deci-
sion making is influenced by percep-
tions and interpretations.

Inadequate learning is due to inade-
quate decision making. This inade-
quate decision making is associated
with specific, recurring learning
deficiencies. ti

Learners are often unaware of their
deficiencies. This lack of awareness
generates inappropriate attitudes
(p. 240).

These conclusions are similar to those of
Dansereau (1978): "Even good college stu-
dents have very little knowledge of alternative
learning techniques" (p. 2). After conducting
a series of experiments on tne effect of
instructional sequencing on comprehension:
and retention, Dansereau (1978) also noted
that individual aptitudes or strategies or both
may be the primary causes of performance
differences: that is, ultimately, the cognitive
structures or strategies control or determine
learning achievement. This view of cognitive
processes as mediators of learning is sup-
ported by findings from a study of fifth-grade
students' reports of attention, understanding,
cognitive processes, anOffect during
mathematics instruction. Peterson and

te

associates (1984) found that these students'
reports of cognition were more valid indica-
tors of classroom learning than observers'
evaluations of their time spent on task. In
addition, students' -own reported affect as
well as cognitions seems to mediate the rela-
tionship between instructional stimuli and
student achievement and attitudes. These
findings suggest that students might be
taught the mediating cognitive processes or
elaborating techniquesihat contribute to
successful performance of a particular task
or perhaps instructional strategies adapted to
maintain the mediating cognition. This atten-
tion to cognitivefdifferences in learners dur-
ing instruction has revolutionary impkations
for vocational education.

Cognitive Task Analysis Tools

New analysis tools unavailable to earlier
psychologists have helped answer questions
about how cognition influences behavior.
These methods provide a way to (1) describe
intangible cognitive processes and structure
and (2) illumine cognitive processes and
knowledge structures needed for intelligent
behavior.

The new cognitive analysis tools most
likely to be useful to vocational educators
include novice-expert analysis and protocol
development in addition to cognitive repre-
sentation methods. Curriculum planners can
use these methods to identify and represent
cognitive structures and processes used by
novice students and those structuresand
processes mediating the performance of

)), experts. These techniques appear to be use-
ful as general teaching and learning
strategies.

An example of these techniques in action
will illustrate their potential for use in a voca-
tional program.

Expert technicians were asked to ver-
balize their procedures during normal repair
of the variety of electronic instruments used
by a nuclear research establishment
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(Rasmussen and Jensen 1974), The men
were asked to relax, tell what they were think-
ing, feeling, and doing, and express them-
selves in everyday terms including short hints
in fast work sequences. A tape recording was
made while each man thought out loud. A
protocol was prepared and reviewed with,
each technician to clarify unclear aspects of
the verbalization. Then these rec6rds were
coded as a flow diagram showing the inter-
connection of the subroutines.

For educational purposes, these flow
diagrams could suggest content to be taught,
such as the most successful search routines
(e.g., topographic search, functional search,
and evaluation of fault). and conditions
encountered and the successful action, for
example, (1) low bias voltagecorrect short
circuit in transistor, or (2) faulty triggOring of
flip flopreplace trigger diode when
"blown." (COmbinations of sudh condition-
action pairs are called a production system in
artificial intelligence programs. Powerful,
applied, artificial intelligence programs have
been constructed that embed almost all the
knowledge needed in these production
systems.)

In addition, a network schema could be
developed by teachers, students, or the tech-
nician to illustrate the knowledge needed to
conduct various searches for different
instruments and details to check for specific
instruments.

As illustrated by this example, novice-
expert analysis can be combined with cogni-
tive representation techniques to learn more
about the knowledge and procedures needed
for a complex task. All these techniques can
be used as teaching and learning tools.

Novice-Expert Analysis and
Protocol Development

Bloom and Broder 41950) analyzed the
mental activities of college students who had
high or low acaden,:l aptitudes. Each student
was asked to think aloud while solving a
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problem. This novice-,expert analysis tech-
nique was used by Ernst and Newell to
develop, one of the earliest and best-known
computer simulations of intelligent function-
ing, the General Problem Solver (GPS)
(Mayer 1981). The technique int(olVes the
introspective analysis of cognition by novices
and experts as they solve a problem or per-
form an important task. This cognitive analy-
sis is an important contribution to the task
analysis used by vocational educators.and
curriculum planners. Using this tech e.

individuals having various levels of ex'ie e

attempt to solve a problem or pert task.
Novices (beginning students or those expe-
riencing trouble) and experts (advanced stu-
dents, teachers, or masters in their field, such
as accountants,lop salespersons, or chefs)
are asked to "think out loud," and tell what is
going on in their heads as they solve a spe-
cific problem. From this introspection and'
reporting, protocols describing knowledge
and procedures used in solving the problem
are prepared.

Cognitive Representation Techniques

Networks, production systems,
flowcharts, and programs are major ways
cognitive psychologists represent the knowk-
edge and workings of the mind (Lachman,
Lachman, nd Butterfield 1979). Two types of
knowledg can be represented by these
methods factual or conceptual and proce-
dural. aOtual or conceptual knowledge and
its structure are most often depicted a

network; procedural knowledge is repre-
sented by production systems, flowcharts.
and programs.

Semantic Networks

With semantic networks, cogniti*Icien-
fists represent databases or cognitive
structuresthe elements of a person's or a
computer's knowledge base and relation-

Iships among those elements (Lachman,
Lachman, and Butterfield 1979; Mayer 1981).
Such a network representation of a portion of



food service content is shown in figure 7. network representations of this same content
(This network could compare with the by students.)

Basic Sauces/
White Sauce .

Bechamel

(Ingredient)

Milk

( Ingredient) ( Ingredient)

Roux \

( Ingredient) ( Ingredient)/
'Butter Flour

Other Sauces

,,T;',Ienwpoa

(Ingredient)

Stock

1 \
White Brown

Chicken Fish

Add Add

Egg yolk and cream Egg yolk and cream

Parisi. nne Sauces

Figure 7. A network representation of content from a food service program: White sauces
and variations.
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In this typical network diagram, the
major elements are represented by words,
but pictures or symbols may also be used
(Glass, Holyoak, and Santa 1979). Major ele-
ments, or nodes, can be represented by
ovals, circles,.or other graphic symbols, or
simply bywords, as illustrated in figure 6'
Relations between elements are represented,
with lines and words or abbreviations.

,.rength of association between concepts
may be represented by the length of lines
and may be the organizational principle
(Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield 1979).

Cognitive elements can be represented
by a spreading network or a tree-like diagram
to show a hierarchical organization that
begins at the top, branches to a second level,
then to a third, and so on. Elements at the top
of the diagram are usually more encompass-
ing and flexible than those at the bottom of
the tree. Like flowcharts, programs, and
spreading networks, "trees" cfn be created
by a curriculum developer or student through
observations or interviews. Tree diagrams,
like other representation techniques, can
then be used to verify or expand understand-
ing about the organization of knowledge and
processes using this knowledge in the brain.
(See Bourne, Dominowski, and Loftis [1979]:
Lachman, Lachman, and Butterfield [1979]:
and Mayer [1981] for variations of this
technique.)

Networking diagrams can be effective
teaching and learning techniques. They can
be graphic organizers for reading materials,
lessons, units, or programs (Hawk and
McLeod 1984), Students or teachers can
create networks from readings, demonstra-
tions, or an analysis of eel expert's cognitive
structure while performing a task or solving a
problem. In addition, students' cognitive
stqctures can be evaluated by having them
create a'network diagram before, during, and
after a learning unit.
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Production Systems

Whereas factual or conceptual knowl-
edge can be represented by networks, pro-
cedural knowledge can be written in terms of
"productions," units consisting of an action
and a condition specifying when action is
taken (Larkin 1980: Newell and Simon 1972;
Simon 1980). According to computer
implemented models of memory, theAran
mind stores an immense number of
condition-action units. Whenever a situation
arises that meets one of the conditions in
memory, the corresponding action is imple-
mented. A simple example is when the condi-
tion of a ringing telephone exists, then action
is taken to answer it. General condition-
action production that may need to bitaught
in vocational education includes the
following:'

If you are ill and must be absent from
the lob, call your job supervisor.

When a computer disk is full, transfer
a file to another disk to make room in
the file being used.

When learning a new job, compile job
responsibility procedures into func-
tional units, or condition-action
unit(q.

Condition-action charts may also be
developed by students to summarize the
procedures needed for solving domain-
specific problems. Such a chart might
include the name of the procedure, condition
to be experienced, and the action or actions
to be taken (see Mayer 1981). In addition,
relationships among productions can be
illustrated with a network diagram of the
interactions (Greeno 1978).

Flowcharts and Prdgrams

Flowcharts and programs are used to
represent simple and complex cognitive pro-
cesses and strategies (Mayer 1981). Details
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of specift cognitive procedures (i.e., pro -'
cesses and strategies) are graphically illus-
rated using floNcharts. Such a protocol of

a interviewer ("I") with an inventive 5-year-
ol boy ("B") is illustrated as follows:

I: "What is 8 take away 5?"
B: (Puts up 5 fingers, then 6 fingers)

"1."
(Puts up 7 fingers) "2"
(Puts up 8 fingers) "The answer is

I: "How did you know the answer is
3?"

B: "Umm . I counted!"

From a protocol such as this, a flowchart
or program, such as those in figure 8, can be
created,to depict the processes or strategies
used. With'such a technique, vocational
students and instructors can focus on proce-
dures used and compare the rules, algo-
rithms, or strategic heuristics applied,, rather
than on whether or not' a correct answer is

given (Mayer 1981). Simple models like this
can be developed to depict the processes
and strategies used by vocational experts
and class members to answer a problem,
then the procedures can be compared and
analyzed;

Farnham-Diggory (1976) sums up the
advances in cognitive task analysis methods
by saying, "Our modern technological and
theoretical capacity.to represent changing
conceptual states is a majOr advance"
(pp. 229-230). Tse tools for representing
knowledge, part ularly the development of
semantic networks. permit precise and
coherent depiction of a discipline's knowl-
edge structurei, experts' cognitive structures
of knowledge and procedures: students' cog-
nitive structures before, during, and after
instruction; and the content structure of
learning materials and experiences. Thus.
vocational curriculum planners and educa-
tors can use these analysis methods for a vari-
ety of purposes.

FLOWCHART FORMAT

Program forCounting Up Procedure

1. Set' counters. (Set fingers to
smaller humber; set voice to
zero.)

2. Do fingers equal larger number?
If yes, stop and recite; if no, go
on to step 3.

3. Increment counters by 1.
4. Go back to ship 2.

PROGRAM FORMAT

Figure 8. Process models for simple subtraction

SOURCE Used with permission of W H Freeman and Company, from Mayer (1481. pp 44-45)
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IMPLICATIONS FOR CUIVIICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Whatk do these advances in cognitive
psychology mean? What are the implications
for instruction in vocational education? Spe-
cifically, how can vocational educators help
their students prepare for the uncertain and
constantly changing workplaceboth as
entry-level employees and throughout their
careers?

At this time, more is known about the
type of cognitive knowledge and processes
or strategies needed for expert problem solv-
ing than about the specific knowledge and
thinking skills needed for vocational success
in various occupational clusters. Since cogni-
tive psychOlogy and cognitive Science are
our sources for information about the cogni-.
tive system and are descriptive and not pre-
scriptive sciences, it is not surprising that
more is known about what knowledge and
skills might be taught than how best to teach
these skills. However, some progress is being
made toward this gOal, especially through
instructional psychology and educational
research using a cognitive focus. Recently,
theories and research findings from cognitive
psychology have been reviewed in educa-
tional literature and implications drawn for
educational practice in general (Calfee 1981;
Doyle 1983; Frederiksen 1984; Posner 1978;
Wagner and St*rnbiirg 1984).,Mfiitary gain-
ing program_spe already applying principles
of cognitive Aychology to instruction
(Mc Comps 19144; O'Neil 1978; O'Neil and.
Spielberger 1979; Wittrock 1979a). With some
success, educators have desigred programs
to develop thinking skills (Feuerstein et al.
1980; Whimbey and Lochhead 1982).

ConseqUmently, recent advance's in cogni-
tive psycholdgy provide some suggestions
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for whatand how vocational educators
should teach. Although more basic and
applied research is needed, especially for
full-scale evaluations involving vocational
teachers and students in real classrooms,
there are some implications for instruction in
vocational education.

These implications will be presented in
two parts. Implications for what vocational
educators should teach are described in the
first part, and implications for how vocational
educators might teach are outlined in the
second part. Empirical evidence supporting
these implications for instruction varies. Most
can be supported by evidence frocpoexperi-
ment or observation, but few have been tried
in classroom instructional situations. Some
are little more than speculation, even though
there seem to be strong arguments for their
use.

What to Teachr'
An integrated Knowledge Base

and Thinking and Learning Processes

An integratedowledge base and think-
ing and learning processes should be expli-
cated and taught in vocational education.

The idea that both extensive specific
knowledge and thinking skillscognitive
processes -are needed for reasoning and
problem solving has resulted froacrOcent
work on problem solving done in knowledge-
rich domains such as chess, physics, and
radiology (for descriptions of Such examples?,
see Glaser and Pellegrino (1982)). This
research has shown "Strong interactions
between structures of knowledge and cogni-
tive processes" (Glaser 1984, p. 97).



Dimensions of an integrated knowledge
base and the range of thinking skills that
have been identified as important foP problem
solving and learning are represented in figure
9 and described in more detail as follows.

Integrated Knowledge Base

An integrated kn ledge base of con-
cepts, procedures d patterns of conditions
requiring ac n should be, taught in voca-
tional education.

Judging from research on expert and
novice problem solvers, process analysis of
aptitude and intelligence, and developmental
studies (see Glaser 1984), problem solvers
cannot be produced in vocational education
without building extensive retrieveable
knowledge. "All'problem solving, compre-
hension, and learning ace based on knowl-
edge" (ibid., p. 100), even if only in the form
of general strategies for analyzing situations
and attempting solutions (Greeno 1980). The
difference between individuals who vary in
their ability to think and solve problems is
their possession and use drArt organized
body of conceptual and procedural knowl- 1
edge (Glaser 1984). In addition, helpirig stu-
dents develop an integrated knowledge base
is important for acquiring new knowledge, for
modifying old nowledge, and for solving
problems Vree 1978: Norman, Gentner,
and Steve s 1976; yers et al. 1984). Also,
this appears to be atiprerequisite for thinking
(Glaser 1984). An accessible and usable
knowledge base is an integrated knowledge
basean interconnected network of relation-
ships among concepts and 'procedural
knofiledge. Such a knowledge base is
thought to facilitate memory search without
interference and loss of time (Myers et ai.
1984).

Forming such an integrated knowledge
base is most important for transfer and use of
knowledge from a cognitive perspective. For
cognitive psychologists, the key to transfer
l'es in the structure of knowledge (Bruner
963) the interactions and interrelationships
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among chunks of knowledge, or networks.
These interrelationships among coherent
chunks of conceptual and procedural knowl-
edge create even larger chunks of knowl-
edge. The advantage of all this chunking
seems to lie in the notion th hunks of
knowledgeor schematacP be set aside
in memory, freeing the individual to pay
attention to other tasks, to solve other prob-

s (Calfee 1981). Furthermore, these
schemata can be used quickly and easily to
solve problems, especially if relationships are
established by the learner while learning the
information.

Vocational education students would
probably benefit from developing a hier-
archical and interrelated arrangement of core
generic concepts, procedure knowledge, and
condition patterns for use in the vocational
area. These knowledge base dimensions

ould probably be most useful with core
ncepts, procedures, and condition patterns

arr Tiged hierarchically in that order around
major problems of the vocational area
(Willems 1981). Such a modifiable informa-
tion structure, representing generic concepts
stored in memory (a schema), would be
expanded, revised, and combined with other
schemata for use in thinking through and
solving problems in a variety of settings,

Generic Core Concepts

Generic core concepts and their me
tionships to other generic concepts students
hold should be taught in vocational
education.

Generic core conceptsmeaningful,
semantic knowledge abstractionsare
assumed to be needed for problem solving in
each vocational area. Support for teaching
core concepts comes from novice-expert
problem-solving studies. Whereas novices
had knowledge that was organized around
literal objects given in a problem,experts'
knowledge components were organized
around abstractions and principles that
subsumed these objects. These aspects
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Figure 9. Cognitive components suggested for vocational eduCation curriculum
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comprised a tightly connected schema of
related principles and thtlir application. For
example, generic mechanics concepts that
are bisic and can be used with concepts
from other fields like science or mathematics
should be taught in appropriate vocational
areas. These mechanics concepts might
include mass, position, velocity, force,
torque, and interaction laws such as spring
and gravitation (Reif and Heller 1982).

Functional, Procedural Knowledge

Procedural knowledge, including general
problem-solving, self-monitoring,
ing procedures, as well as specific vocational
skill procedures, should be taught in voca-
tional education.

Employers, parents, and educators have
high expectations for vocational program .

graduates. Vocational students are expected
to develop specific vocational skills and voca-
tional educators teach them these skills.
Other expectations are held for students, as
Norman (1980) points out:

It is strange that we expect students to
learn yet seldom teach them anything
about learning. We expect students to
solve problems yet seldom teach them
about problem solving. Ana, similady, we
sometimesrequire students to remember
a considerable body of material yet sel-
dom teach them the art of memory. It is
time we made up for this lack. (p. 97)

Vocational students, like all students, need to
learn how to solve problems, to learn, and to
remember, and vocational educators need to
teach these procedures and skills to help
students continue learning and solving new
problems throughout their careers. For some
low-achieving vocational education students,
having these skills may make the difference
between their achieving and not achieving.
Wittrock (1979b) supports the need to com-
bine general education and literacy training
with technical job training by noting that
"especially with marginally iiterate people,

some of these generic skills may not be well
developed" (p. 313). He goes on to say:

A program that combines development
of generic cognitive skills with training of
specific job-related skills has advantages
for the enhancement of motivation and
self-esteemInd for inducing changes in
the attribution processes. (;bid.)

McCombs (1984) found that military service
personnel did in fact benefit in these ways
froM such an integrated program.

Rules or algorithms needed for knowing
what to do, what action to take when certain
conditions are present, are cessary for

(laserintelligent problem solving (Glaser 1984;
Simon 1980). This procedural knowledge
might be expreased in terms of condition-
action pair,s in production units; these units
are then combined into production systems.
These rules may be stated in the form of
condition - action statements (J. R. Anderson
1980: Simon 1980): IF . . . condition(s) . . .

THEN . .. take ... action.

Four different types of procedural
knowledge should be taught vocational edu-
cation students:

General problem-solving procedurett
called strategies, heuristics, or plans

Specific vocational problem-solving
procedures

Learning procedures

Self-monitoring procedures

General problem-solving procedures
seem most useful for novel situations, rlf-
structured problems, or problems requiring''
knowledge that is not yet known or is only
sketchy. As Simon (1980) observes:
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Bare facts, however they are stored in
memory, do not solve problems....
Powerful general (problem-solving)
methdds .. exist and . .. they can be

C



taught in such a way that they can be
used in new domains where they are
relevant. (pp. 85-86)

He goes on to say:

General problem-solving techniques . . .

are likely to play an essential role when-
ever (a skilled person) has to move into t,

new territory and attempt new learning.
(P.

Examples of these general, metacogni-
tive, problem-solving procedures include
planning procedures, such as means-end
analysis, hypothesize and test, Simon's
(1980) best-first search, verbalization of goals
and strategies, Resnick's (Klahr 1976) feature
detection by scanning the task situation, mid
representation procedures such as using
analogies (see Glass, Holyoak, and Santa
1979; Reed 1982). Other metacognitive ,

procedures, the principal abilities underlying
intelligent behavior, are identified by Stern-
berg (1984) and Feuerstein et al. (1980) (see
table 1).

Specific problem-solving procedures are
used for well-structured problems in specific
domains such as a particular vocational area
(e.g., rules of sanitation in cosmotology: if
comb or brush falls on the floor, then )

Whereas Simon (1980) argues for teaching
general problem-solving procedures, Norman
(1980) and Greeno (1980) believe that spe-
cific knowledge for a category of problems is
more important than general strategies,
although general problem-solving proce-
dures are viewed as probably more transfer-
able (Greeno 1980; Simon 1980; Sternberg
1984).

Learning proceduresstrategies for
acquiring, retaining, and retrieving different
kinds of knowledgeare seen as promising
for "facilitating the effectiveness of education
and training programs" (O'Neil and Spiel-
berger 1979, p. xi). Whereas academically
motivated and high-achieving students tend

to use appropriate learning strategies, poorly
motivated and low-achieving students do not
seem to use appropriate learning strategies
(Biggs 1984). Even "good" college students
are not aware of alternatives for varying
learning tasks (Dansereau 1978).

There is some evidence that especially
low-achieving and low-4notivated students
should be taught learning strategJes and will
achieve more successfully and be more satis-
fied with their performance after learning
strategies training (Biggs 1984; McCombs
1984). In general, learning strategies and
their use should promote personal control of
learning (McCombs 1984) and consequently.
reduce feelings of helplessness.

COgnitivetask analysis, condition-action
rule development, problem analysis, and
comprehension-retention-retrieval learning
procedures have the potential for helping
vocational students learn how to learn. The
constructive, processing nature of both cog-
nitive task analysis and condition - action rule
development may be appropriate learning
strategies for helping vocational students
explicate the conditiod-action rules needed
for solving problems or performing tasks
expertly. By observing and interviewing
expert employees, novice employees could
use the condition-action rules being used by
experts to solve on-the-job problems or to
create their own procedures from analyzing
tasks to be done.

Metacognitive, self-monitoring proce-
dures should be explicated and taught. Rea-
sons for explicitly teaching self-monitoring
procedures are compelling:

Metacognitive skills are important in
intelligent cognitive performance
(Brown 1878; Wagner and Sternberg
1984).
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Students, especially young and less-
able students, seem to have inade-
quately developed metacognitive



skills (Brown 1978; Wagner and
Sternberg 1984). For example, stu-
dents have been shown to-

-be unskilled in predicting task
difficulty;

be insensitive to incomplete or
incomprehensible directions,
written information, or verbal
communication;

have difficulty planning ahead and
allowing adequate time for study;
and

have difficulty predicting their own
performance.

Metacoignitive skills are presently not
being taught in most curricula
(Wagner and Sternberg 1984).

Although there is a-need to teach meta-
cognitive skills, particularly the self-
monitoring skills, there is little consensus as
to which specific skills to teach. Rigney's set
of self-monitoring skills is a starting point.
These skills seem to refle-,I specific ways
students can t se what Bloom and Broder
(1950) and Whimbey (1984) describe as pre-
cise processing. These educators see precise
processing as the key attribute of higher
order thinking, Bloom and Broder,were first
to observe that high-aptitude students were
active in their attack on problems, often
using a lengthy step-by-step.analysis to
arrive at an answer. These students carefully
proceeded, using their information to clarify
the question farther. In contrast, low-aptitude
students used one-shot thinking. Their prob-
lem solving involved superficial and careless
thinking, often selecting a solution on the
basis of a few clues, a feeling, impression, or
guess. Similar differenc, s between high- and
low-aptitude students at various age levels
and across academic areas have been
observed by other psychologists and educa-
tors (Feuerstein et al. 1980; Whimbey 1984;
Whimbey and Lochhead 1982).

S..
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Patterns of Conditions

Patterns of conditions requiring action
should be explicitly taught in vocational
education.

Recognizing a condition needing action
requires having patterns of different condi-
tions as a part of a knowledge base. Master
chess players were estimated to have 50,000
board configurations (Simon 1980). These
configurations, or patterns, evoke successful
moves, or actions. Simon believes this per-
ceptual aspect of problem solving deserves
emphasis:

p

We need to help pur students improve
their skills of rectignition .. so ... they
[can) recognize rapidly the situational
cues that signal the appropriateness of
particular actions. (p. 94)

Thinking and Learning Skflls

Thinking and learging skills should be
developed so vocational students can use
their procedural knowledge automatiically.

Cognitive skills, or thinking skills in edu-
cational terms, appear to develop much like
motor skills (J. R. Anderson 1980). Skill learn-
ing prcTeeds through three stages:

A cognitive state in which the proce-
dure for the skill is learned

An associative state in which the skill
performance method is worked out

An autonomous state in which the
skill is performed more rapidly and
automatically, requiring less attention
(J. R. Anderson 1980; Posner and
Keele 1973)

Having a cognitive skill, or being able to
use a procedure automatically, seems to be a
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different type of learning outcome from
knowing a proced 3 for a particular situa-
tion (Gagne 1984). Students may understand
a procedure or rule for action but may not
automatically use it. According to Glaser
(Klahr 1976), unless cognitive procedures are
automatic in their use, students may be "in
the position of a centipede who anitlyzedthe
processes by which he moved his titandred
legs, and became incapable of walking"
(p. 307). As J. R. AndersonI1980) points out,
differen! procedures, like different concepts;
can help or interfere with one another. Fur-
therMore, new strategies may take up
resources that would be used for aspects of
problem solving, thus interfering with per-
formance (Rigney 1980)..

Using cognitive processes automatica ly
is a 'characteristic of experts' superior
problem-solving performance.-According to
Simon (Resnick 1976), When compared to
nc.,v:zes, experts do not have to."think about"
what to do. They seem to have cognitive skill,
that is, an ability to perform various intellec-
tual procedures.

Cognitive or thinking skills vary consid-
erably, ranging.from general, metacognitive
skills to skills that are very specific to the task
or i*oblem being solved (Gagne 1984).
Those skills in between appear to be learning
skills used to acquire, remember, and retrieve
knowledge. They are also needed later to
learn new knowledge and skills without hav-
ing to stop and think about what to do.

How to Teach: Instructional Strategies

Several instructional strategies have
been suggested by cognitive psychologists
from their experiences with students and
others as they have tried to determine how
people learn, how they solve problems, and
what factors affect these processes. These
strategies include using cognitive objectives
(not to be confused with Bloom's [1950] cog-
nitive objectives), examples and models,
practice with feedback, and a range of direct
and indirect discovery strategies, as well as
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introspection strategiet=having students
think out loud about their thinking an0 think-
ing in general.

Cognitive Objectives

Specifying cognitive skills as explicit
cognitive objectives or goals for a course is
beneficial.

Focusing instruction ancil student learn-
ing on behavioral objectives is a prat ice
generally'accepted by vocational educators
that evolved from behavioral psychology.
Just as behavioral psychologists,feel focus -
in on changing behavior is beneficial, cogni-
tiv psychologists feel focusing on changing
cognitive processes or knowledge structure
would be beneficial. Citing Larkin and Reif,
Cyert (1980) believes that explicit cognitive
teaching objectives will benefit instruction,
and that these benefits are essentially the
same benefits behavioral psychologists see
for behavioral objectives:

Cognitive objectives, according to
Hayes (Klahr 1976) focus attention
on the underlying cognitive pro-
cesses and knowledge structures.

The instructor teaches deliberately
toward these goals.

Students are ware of teacher efforts
to orient their learning toward these
goals.

Diagnosis of students' learning diffi-
culties is made easier.

Examples of cognitive goals that could
help guide course or program activities
include these used by Rubinstein (Tuma and
Reif 1980) for his college-level course on
general problem-solving skills:
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Develop a general foundation of
problem-solving approaches and
master some specific techniques.



Emphasize the thi 'king processes at
all stages of problem- solvin g activity.

Identity individual problem-solving
styles and learn to overcome self-
imposed constraints.

Cyert (1980) implies that these cognitive
goals for a general problem-solving skill
development course would beCtippropriate to
guide general problem-solving skills devel.i.
opment in subject-matter courses. He also
suggests his illustrative cognitive goal for
subject-matter courses: gain understanding
of new relations among concepts and
procedures. f

The differen4between.behavioral objec-
tives and cognitive objectives becomes
somewhat apparent when comparing the
definition of both behavioral objectives and
cognitive objectives and some examples of
each (see table 3). Behavioral objectives
identify a particular set of behaviors we want
students to perform after instruction,
whereas cognitive objectives state a set of
changes in the thinking processes and
knowledge structures 'students use to per-
form tasks (Greeno 1978). As can be seen
from the examples in table 3, cognitive objec-
tives focus on the kinds of knowledge to be
gained, that is, patterns of conditions, rules
for action, end the thinking processeis that
would be beneficial to students in solving
problems or performing tasks.

Some of these process-oriented objec-
tives may be derved from analysis of the
processes underlying intelligent behavior,
such as those cohducted by Feuerstein et al.
(1980), or from analysis of particular voca-
tional education tasks, such as those con-
ducted of bookkeeping and electronic
troubleshooting. Additional process-oriented
objectives may come from the problem-
solving process appropriate for particular
types of problems. For example, home eco-
nomics problems, the what-to-do, practical
problems, would be most appropriately
resolved using the practical reasoning
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process (Brown and Paolucci 1979; Laster
1982). Other areas, such as mathematics,
have processes that are most appropriate for
problems in that area. That process would be
taught to help students soli a particular
type of problem. In addition; the pattern for
identifying that type of problem would also
be taught; that is, when you have a what-to-
do question that requires action, use the
practical reasoning process.

Examples and Models
.0^

Information about exemplary concepts.
procedures, solved problems, and thinking
processes is needed to develop conceptual
and procedural knowledge.

Using examples of what needs to be
taugkt has long been an important strategy
for developing conceptual knowledge.
Examples can be evident in-demonstrations,
exhibits, and anecdotes. The list is endless.
The important idea that cognitive psycholb-
gists (such as Bruner and Ausubel) have
advanced is that the examples should illus-
trate the distinguishing attributes or charac-
teristics of a procedure, condition, or
concept.

Written examples of individuals solving
problems, along with their comments and
strategies, are used by Whimbey arVd Loch-
head (1982).. The importance of "first-hand,
rather than second-hand, experiences
selected to illustrate the distinguishing char-
acteristics of the concept or the condition-
action rule and to foster students' construct-
ing their own concept or procedural rule has
been emphasized by many (J. R. Anderson
1980; Ausubel, Novak, and Hanesian 1978:
Bruner 1963).

One way vocational educators can pro-
vide procedural information is through
instructional materials that give factual
information, together with procedural knowl-
edge. This concept is examined in a study by
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''\ TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF BEHAVIORAL AND COGNITIVE OBJECTIVES111;...,

Behavioral Objectives Cognitive Objectives

Definitions

Set of behaviors to be performed by students after
instruction

Set of changes in students' cognitive processes or
knowledge structure

Example of a Routine, Weil-structured Problem
Problem: What are the causes of dense and heavy

yeast bread.product with a ;file thin crust?

Identify causes of food preparation problems.
Solve yeast bread preparation problem by describ-

ing the ingredients and preparation techniques
causing, roblem when given the characteristics
of the final product, the desired characteristics,
and ingredient end mixing.procedures used.

Acquire rules for identifying yeast bread preparation
problems.

Recognise pattern of problems in yeast bread
products.

Add yeast bread components, chemical principles and
reactions, procedures, and patterns of problem
conditions to memory schema.

Use hypothesize-and-test general problem-solving
strategy with food preparation problem..

Select relevant cues to define problem)
Use precision and accuracy in data gathering)

Examples of Creative, Ill-structured Problem
Problem: What should be done to coordinate

family and career responsibilities?

Describe changing male-female roles.
List the char"eristics of a workable work-family

schedule:
Identify factors that affect coordination problem.
Describe alternative strategies for coordinating family

and career responsibilities.
Define and discuss quality vs. quantity of time

went with family members using data showing
the consequences of quality tigie on the social,
emotional, and intellectual development of
preschool children.

Solve work and family coordination problem when
given a case study of a working single parent
with children.

Identify and define nature of problem.2
Use practical reasoning problem-solving process to

cs solve practical problems.3
Use value analysis technique to evaluate values to be

used in making decisions.
Use means-end problem-solving procedures.

-

lObjectives are derived from Feuerstein et al's. (1980) analysis of cognitive functions underlying intelligent
beF4ivior.

20 bjectives are derived from Sternberg's (1983) analysis of principal abilities underlying intelligent behavior.
3 Practical reasoning is the problem-solving process suggested fOr solving practical, what-to-do problems in

home economics (see Brown and Paolucci 1979; Laster 1982).
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Larkin (1980). Students were given three ver-
sions of instructional materials:

A conventionally written presentation
of factual information and worked
examples.

A conventionally written presentation
al factual information, worked exam-
ples, and a sequential list of
directions.

An organization of the factual infor-
mation, worked examples, and direc-
tions to encouraziludents to "col-
lect these directions into functional
units pf the procedures likely to be
applifd together, that is, organized
into condition-action production
units" (p. 121).

67,

Student problem- solvin ability was
helped substantially by the last type of mate-
rials. Evidently, this difference resulted from
the active, constructive involvement required

students to'compare examples, make
inferences, and organize rules for future
action. The creation of condition-action rules
illustrates one-way to encourage vocational
students to group or "chk" information so
it is more usable in problem solving.

Practice with Feedback

Practice with appr'opriate feedback is
necessary for developing thinking and learn-
ing skills.

The way to acquire expertise is through
practice, thousands of hours of practice.
Whereas behavioral psychologists have
advocated practice for the development of
motor skills, cognitive psychologists are just
beginning to recognize the importance of
practice f/the development of problem-
solving, thinking, and lear 'pg

Practice may be on way knowledge of 0
efficient procedures and higher levels of
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cognitive skill develop. Through repeated use
of the same operations and content, short-
cuts and mere effective or efficient proce-
dures are discovered (Scardamalia and
Bereiter 1983). This may be the way impor-
tant cognitive skills such as executive
decision-making or self-monitoring skills that
cannot be explicitly taught are learned.

Range of Instructional Strategies

A dbmbination of direct, indirect, and
introspective instructional strategies is
necessary to foster the range of cognitive
knowledge and skills needed by vocational
education students.

Leart4g and thinking skills develop as
learning situ ,tions are encountered ctiuiring
the use of cu lative knowledge to se7tle
purposes and g Is (Glaser 1984). Project-
oriented teaching and problem-based teach-
ing (Willems 1981) meet this criterion. In
problem-based teaching, students are pre-
sented with a range of problems posed for
large-group and individual solution. These
include well-structured problems clearly
describing the problem, criteria, and solution
and ill-structured problems nofclearly speci-
fying the pi.oblem, criteria, or solution.

Dirict Instructional Strategies

Procedural knowledge or know-how is
normally gained through observation, prac-
tice, and rule learning; most intellectual skills
are learned this way, whether reading, writ-
ing, or solving some problems. But not every-
one acquires effective cognitive strategies for
basic skills and solviAg problems, and "nor-
mal processes . .. do not appear reliable for
acquiring strategies for expert performance"
(Scardamalia and Bereiter 1983, p. 63). Only
specific vocational skills and some learning
skills may be taught directly throCigh rule
learning, demonstration-obserVation, and
practie-feedback sequences.
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Indirect Discovery Instructional Strategies

Reasons for using indirect or introspec-
tive instructional strategie0and not using
direct instructional strategies for teaching
self-monitoring and other metacognitive
procedures involved in planning and decision
making include these:

Large-vale metacognitive training -

may be impractical.

Effects of metacognitive activities
may be reduced when they are exter-
nally imposed rather than spon-
taneously generate8 by students.
(Wagner and Sternberg 1984)

Often, students Who are taught meta-
cognitive sfilf-monitorihg strategies
seem not to use what they have been
taught. (See also Flavell 1976.)

To be effective, strategies must be so
well learned and performed that they
do not interfere with actual learning.

Information about one's own cogni-
tive processing is not easily available
to examine, especially when solving a
problem or pursuing a cognitive task.
(See also Scardamalia anti Bereiter
19831)

Ontrospelitive Instructional Strategies

One way to help students improve their
cognitive self-monitoring is to give them

/ireater access to information arising from
I' their own cognitive prpcesses. Through some

70 cognitive experiments with young people,
Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983) discovered
that the children became actively interested
in what the experimental procedures allowed
them to learn about their mental processes.

Involvement and enthusiasm were
generally high and the children enjoyed ana-
lyzing the task'and the process. From their

coinvestigation research experiences with
children, Scardamalia and Bereiter do not
foresee courses in mettcognition being
taught, but they do see activities being
designed to bring more of the cognitive pr.o
cesses out in the open Where teachfrs and
students can examine and try to understand
them. Theyisuggest two techniques.

The first is open inquiry about thinking,
or general purpose techniques for externaliz-
ing cognition. This technique calls for these
steps:

S

Share purpose for examining cogni-
tive strategies.

Coexamine thinking processes
share what thinking processesjnd
strategies are being used.

Have students think out loud while
doingia concrete task. (To help stu-
dents learn to do this, have them
practice thinking out loud while
doing,a nonverbal activity such as
dravfng a picture.)

Hake students prescribe rather than
describe, for example, give advice to
another student for carrying, out the
task.

Attend to nonverbal cues and use
them as points for discussion.

Eye shift
(You fist noticed something; -didn't
you?)

Change in rate
(You're going faster now. Is this
part easier?)

Discouraged look°
(You look discouraged. Is some-
thing particularly hard here?)

Satisfied look
(Did you figure something out?)
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Long pause
(What's going on in your mind
now?)

As you perform a task and describe
the cognitive strategy you are using
out loud, ask students to evaluate the
strategy. Then ask if what you did
was anything like what they did.
Compare and discuss alternative
strategies.

List the procedures students use and
the procedures they do not use. This
will help them gain insight into stra-
tegic choices related to successful
performance.

The second technique is the model-
based inquiry, or technique to promote strat-
egy charige. This technique involves these
steps:

Facilitate procedural change by pro-
viding a task or problem that is new
to the students. Have them compare
the routine strategies used in normal
tasks or problems with the strategies
required for this task.

Use tasks that transfer existing
strategies to new domains.

Have students provide procedural(
support for others. Give students a
list of procedural cues that are more
mature or promote more expert per-
formance than the supporting stu-
dent usually uses.

IP

Suggestions for Curriculum Planners

Here are a few suggestions for curricu-
lum planners:

Vocational tasks and lablems in
occupational clusters should be ana-
lyzed to determine the knowledge
base and thinking skills involved.

rJ
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Vocational students' knowledge base
and structure for occupational clus-
,ter, cognitive prpcesses, strategies,
and styles should be assessed before.
during, and after instruction.

Cognitive educational objectives can
be derivtd from cognitive task
analyses and st dent cognitive
assessment.

Curriculum plans should include the
knowledge reeded to perform critical
occupational tasks and solve well-
structured as well as ill-structured
occupational problems such as the
following.

4 9

General problem-solving proce-
dures for well-structured and ill-
sfructured problems or tasks.

Facts and concepts for solving
specific problems -and performing
specific tasks in the occupational
cluster.

Networks showing the pattern of
relationships among facts, con-
cepts, and procedures in occupa-
tional clusters and the relationship
between occupational networks
and other occupational clusters or
disciplines. These networks should
probably have a 4ierarchical
organization, with functional prop-
erties at the highest level and
structural properties at the lowest
level.

Procedural knowledge in the form
ofco ition-action pairs: that is,
the rule or algorithms needed for
knowing hat to do (action), and
the patterns of conditions to be
ree6gnized for solving occupa-
tional cluster problems: IF .

(conditions) .. . THEN .. . (action
to be taken).
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Vocational curriculum plans should
include the explicit thinking and
learning skills to be developed.

General problem-solving strate
gies for ill-structured problems
without known procedural ,

strategies.

Specific problem-solving proce-
dural strategies for ,well- structured
occupational cluster problems
with known procedural strategies.
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Supporting cognitive processes
needed (but may be missing) to
solve particular types of problems.

Learning skills for (1) compre-
hending and retaining inforr4tion,
(2) using cognitive self-awareness
and self-monitoring skills, (3) ana,-
lyzing tasks for knowledge and
skills needed, and (4) analyzing
problems for their level of
structure.



PROBLEM-SOLVING AND LEARNING SKILLS IN VOCATIONAL 611CATION

How best to prepare students for suc-
cessful participation in the workforce of the
future is a major question facing vocational
educators. For successful.employment and
upward mobility in our changing workplace,
vocational education graduates will need

'i the ability to learn and adapt to
changesin the workplade,

a general education in core compe-
tencies including reasoning and
problem-solving skills, and

the ability to participate in coopera-
tive decision making (National
Academy of Sciences 1984).

Meeting these needs requires curriculum and
instructional planning. One potential source
of information for this planning is psychol-
ogy, particularly cognitive psychology, since
its major concern is "understanding the
nature of human intelligence and how people
think" (J. R. Anderson 1980, p. 3).

Summary of Advances in
Cognitive Psychology

A review of the experimental and instruc-
tional psychology literature with a cognitive
focus and the related cognitive science litera-
ture produced these understandings:

The human cognitive system inter-
venes between the teaching-learning
environment and behavior, control-
ling learning and problem solving.

Intelligent problem solving requires
pxtenktve, accessible conceptual and
rocedural knowledge.
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Learning involves combi bits and
pieces of information into "coher t
chunks" of knowledge that are then
combined into network structures of
even larger chunks for use in prob-
lem solving and future learning.

Learning is an active, constructive
process, ratherc.than a memorizing
process, requiring deep, elaborative
thinking to create knowledge struc-
tures for retention and transfer of
knowledge and skill.

Learners control their learning and
behavior with the knowledge struc-
tures, thinkingSkills, and learning
skills they possess.

More-able learners and expert prob-
lem solvers have more accessible
knowledge and cognitive skillithan
less-able learners and novice prob-
lem solvers.

Intelligent problem solving involves
metacognitive processes, that is,
general controlling processes, such
83-

.planning and decision making,
problem representation; and
- self - controlling processes.

General problem-solving processes,
such as planning, decision making,
and problem representation skills,
seem important for solving-

-novel problems,
ill-defined problems, and
problems when the problem solver

his little or no conceptual knowl-
edge about the problem...



Self-monitoring skillsetem important
for learning and solving all types of
problems well.

Cognitive knowledge structures and
processes can be identified
through-

-introspection (thinking out loud)
and

-inquiry by a teacher, parent, or
peer about the thinking or learn-
ing processes being used.

Cognitive knowledge strictures and
processes can be specified and
represented with semantic network
diagrams, production systems, flow-
charts, and programs.

Implications for Curriculum and Instruction

These advances in cognitive psychology
have implications for currjeulum and instruc-
tion in vocational education:

The content of vocational education
needs to be expanded to include
problem - solving, self-monitoring, and
learning skills.

An integrated knowledge structure,
involving generic core concepts,
procedures, and condition patterns of
gerieral problem-solving, self-
monitoring, learning, and specific
vocational skills, should be taught.

Critical problem-solving, self-
monitoring, and learning skills should
be developed so vocational students
can use them automatically to solve
problems.

1

Conceptual and procedural knowl-
edge of thinking and learning pro-
cesses can be developed through-
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exemplary examples, such as
demonstrations or written
examples;

open examination of thinking and
learning processes used; and

practice with feedback from self-
introspection and inquiry about
thinking processes from a
mediatora parent, teacher, or
peer.

(Thinking and learning processes
seem to develop in learning environ-
ments requiring use of knowledge to
serve a purpose or a goal, such as
solving a problem or performing a
task. This seems especially likely if
students are encouraged or helped to
generate an abstraction of the con-
cepts, procedures, or patterns of
conditions involved.

Conclusions

The application of cognitive science has
potential for helping vocational students
develop problem-solving and learning sAis
needed for successful careers in the work-
place. From this review and the reviews of
others (see.Doyle 1983; Frederiksen 1984;
Glas 1984; McCombs 1984) it would appear
that roblem-solving and learning skills can
take ace in subject-matter courses and can
benefit students. The extent of potential
benefits needs investigation. Vocational edu-
cation prograrns would provide an ideal
learning environment for developing general
problem-solving, self-monitoring, and learn-
ing skills. For this to become a reality, the fol-
lowing must take place:

Vocational educators must have and
use curriculum materials that require
students to process information to:

form concepts, procedure rules,
and patterns of conditions needing
action and



practice critical, problem- solving,
self-thonitoring-, and learning
skills.

Vocational educators must have and
use curriculum materials and expe-
riences that help students develop
concepts of and procedures.for
problem- solving, self-monitoring:0:
end learning strategies,

,; Vocational educators must provide
firsthand with employ-
ment problems a d tasks and capital-
ize on these experienCes by helping
students develop concepts and
procedures from thqse experiences.

Vocational educators must serve as
mediators for students as they think
about thinking and the processes
they use that are both successful and
unsuccessful..lp doing this, they
might-

-coexamine thinking processes
their own and their students'
thinking:
attend to verbal and nonverbal'
cues encouraging students to be
cognizant of their processing;

provide tasks and problems that
challenge students to develop a
variety of thinking and learning
skills for expert performance;

teach underlying cognitive abilities
fostering success on vocational
tasks or problems. (See Feuerstein
et al. 1980.)

In order for vocational educators of high
school and adult students to provide this kind
of learning environment, they will need edu-
cational experiences that will help them do
the following:

Understand the f man cogni ive sys-
tem, its limitations and dapac ty

Identify and represent cognitive
structures and processes
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Understand the learning process
from a cognitive perspective and
ways this, process can be enhanced
in the classroom

Create learning experiences and
materials that will facilitate the devel-
opment of learning, thinking, and
knowledge structures for problem
solving and future learning

Use evaluation procedures for identi-
fying and evaluating the knowledge
structures and processes used by
students

Have a model for identifying cogni-
tive deficiencies

Although progress has been made, there
are still many gaps in our understanding of
cognitive psychology and how knowledge in
this area can benefit curriculum planning.
Following is a synthesis of what we do know
and areas that need further research.
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Through cognitive psychology and
science, progress is being made
toward understanding the cognitive
process and knowledge structure
dimensions needed for learning and
problem solving.

Some progress is being made toward
knowing what kind of instructional
procedures will help students
develop the knowledge base and
automatic processing needed for
cognitive skills.

Although progress'is being made .

toward identifying the cognitive
components of reading, mathematics,
and science tasks (Resnick 1981,
1983), almost nothing is known about
the specific cognitive prcicesses
involved in solving vocational tasks.
(Thit bookkeeping task (Dillard,
Elhaskar, and Stevens 1982) and elec-
tronic 'troubleshooting (Rasmussen
and Jensen 1974) have been
analyzed.)

r'



Although metacognitive skills such as
planning, decision making, problem
representation, and se!f-monitoring
are deemed important, little is kno
about which processes are used in
solving different types of problems or
the instructional strategies most
appropriate for teaching these pro-
cesses (Doyle 1983).

Instructional approaches for teaching
problem-solving skills for well-
structured and well-defined problems
in narrow domains of knowledge,
such as mathematics, are known, but
much needs to be learned about how
fuzzy or Hi-defined problems like
those faced in real life are solved and
about how to teach students to solve
those problems (Frederiksen 1984).

x.) Despite the hope that instruction
could be adapted to'individual differ-
ences to ensure success, Resnick
(1979) notes that efforts toward this
end "can only be called primitive . . .

(since] we have virtually no tests that
have proven practicallpieefurih
guiding and monitoring this proces
(p. 211).

Recommendations foryocational Education

A concerted effort should be made to
introduce and 'apply some of the concepts
from cognitive psychology and science to
vocational curriculum and instruction Here
are several suggestions to achieve this goal:

Develop a learning and problem-
solvingtStr egies curriculum compo-
nent for in gration into high school
and adult rograms. The components
should include cognitive self-
awareness and self-ponitoring;
problem recognition; constructive

learning strategies (including deep,
elaborative processing strategies)
and task analysis; and problem-
solving strategies. See table 4 for
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additional suggestions based on find-
ings from psychological and educa-
tion research findings.

Local vocational programs should
institute an information processing
approach to learning. Tasks should
be occupation specific with problems
incorporated as a means not an end
forlearning. Students and instructors
should focus on the realities of the
work world. This will increase the
likelihood of genpralizing learning.

Develop condition patterns,,and
procedure rules for vocational pro-
grams. This will help students to pro-
cess information and form concepts.

Practice opportunities for solving
problems need to be incorporated
throughout the vocational program.
Opportunities to solve both.routine,
defined problems and "fuzzy" or
novel problems should be systemati-
cally incorporated into the curricu-
lum. For example, a small "fuzzy"
problem such as that encountered in
a new job could be introduced at the
beginning of vocational programs,
and general problem-solving strate-
gies could be taught to help students
solve the problem (see Willems 1981) r;

A combination of instructional
strategies to help students learn by
rule, by discovery, and by reflection
should be used throughout the voca-
tional education curriculum. How-
ever, direct instruction might be most
appropriate for novices and low-
ability students, with reflection on
their own thinking as an instructional
strategy to promote self-monitoring.
Problems/0/1th uncertain conditions
could be introduced as they develop
skill, and a guided discovery strategy
could be used (Singer 1977).

Teacher education programs should
be provided that assist vocational



TABLE 4

COMPONENTS OF INTEGRATED LEARNING STRATEGIES
AND PROBLEM-SOLVING CURRICULUM

Content Components Suggested Learning Expetiences

Cognitive Self-awareness

Cognitive performance analysis Develop protocol of self and expert talking aloud about
thought processes while solving a problem or performing
a task.

Compare and contrast two protocols, identifying the
condition-action rules used.

Learning style assessment Examine findings from students' cognitive learning style
and learning processes.

Motivation Enhancement

(see deCharms 1976; Fiske and Taylor 1984; McCombs 1981-1982, 1984)

Realistic goal setting
Origin vs. pawn training
Participatory decision making
Team building
Achiev6ents and success

Set weekly and daily goals; plan progress check and
evaluation.

Use quality circle activities (see Lloyd and R ehg 1983).

Cognitive Sidi-monitoring and Self-management Techniques

(see Brown 1978; Rigney 1980)

Deciding when and now to check Use direct learning of rules for self-monitoring; us
Self- testing demonstrations and pract: with feedback and c ndition-
Self-talk action rule development.
Self-correction

Pattern Recognition

(see J.R. Anderson 1980)

Problem structure Compare examples of problems being solved and create
Conditions requiring action condition-action rules.

Constructive Learning Strategies

(see B.F. Anderson 1980; O'Neil 1978; O'Neil and Spielberger 1979; Schmeck and Grove 1979)

Deep-processing strategies (e.g., comparing, con- Practice with feedback; introspection.
frosting, evaluating)
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TABLE 4Continued

Content Components
ffiv

Suggested Learning Experiences

Verbal elaboration strategies (e.g., underlining
important words, generating headings,
paraphrasing, networking, imagery, question
asking, summary sentences, chunking, and
creating examples)

donditionaction rule development
Problem analysis procedures

Practice with feedback; introspection and condition. '
action rule development (see Doyle 1983; Frederiksen
1984; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1983).

Use learning materials that provide written presentation
of information, exa riples'of solved problems, and direc-
tions requiring students to create condition-action rules
for procedures that will need to be applied simultan ously
(see Larkin 1980).

Problem-solving Strategies

(see B.F. Anderson 1980; Reed 1982),1'
Problem-solving procedures for problems in occupa-

tional cluster area

General problem-solving strategies for unstructured
problem or problem outside specific occupation-
al cluster for which little or no knowlEdge is
known (e.g., goal setting; means-end analysis,
hypothesize-and-test procedure; planning;
verbalization of goals and strategies: use of
analogies)

Practice with feedback; reflect upon condition- action
rule development.

Combine rule learning, discovery learning, and learning
from reflection on thinking processes (see Doyle 1983;
Frederiksen 1984; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1983).
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educators in developing the cognitive
concepts and methods needed to
help students develop learning and
problem=solving skills.

Considering the special needs of
vocational education students for
literacy and general education com-
ponents, model career development
systems should be developed for
high school and adult vocational
education. Such models might inte-
grate general educational develop-
ment components, which include
reading, writing, computation, and
communication; interpersonal rela-
tionships; problem solving and
decision making; and learning,
self-monitoring, and motivation.
They might also include technical
training. cognitive assessment, and
career counseling, (See McCombs
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1981-1982, 1984, and O'Neil 1979 for
contributions to such models.)

kcognitive and learning style
assessment battery would be useful
to students, curriculum planners, and
instructors for assessment before,
during, and after vocational
programs.

A plan for research in vocational
education with a cognitive focus
needs to be developed to answer criti-
cat_turriculum and instruction
questions.

Progre.is toward focusing on the cogni-
tive in vocational educationon helping stu-
dents think and learn as they solve vocational
problemsiather than on the behavior of
students as they do vocational tasks, will do
much toward preparing students for the chal-
lenges of the workplace.
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ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS

To order additional *lies, please use order num-
ber and title. Orders of $10.00 or less should be
prepaid. Make remittance payable to the National
Center for Research in Vocational Education. Mail
order to:

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Education

National Center Publications, Box F
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210-1090
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Prices listed are in effect at the time of publica
tion of this book. All prices include postage and
handling. Prices are subject to change without
notice.

Quantity Discounts
Orders of five (5) or more items, as
publication number and title, with
value for the order of:

S 50 to $100, the discount is
$101 to 8200, the discount is
$201 to $300, the discount is
$301 to $400, the discount is
$401 tad above, the discount

listed by
a total dollar

5%
10%
15%
20%
is 25%

International Orders
All orders, in any amount, from outside the
United States and its possessions are to be paid in
U.S. currency. Addition# postage and handling
charges may be added for foreign shipments if
necessary.
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